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The purpose of the master’s thesis is to find out the current state of acquisition in 

the case company and, through categorization, to study the capabilities of partners 

for digital tools. The goal of the work is to give an insight into the relationship 

between the suppliers and the case company and its development potential. 

 

The theoretical framework consists of procurement activities that are generally 

procured. The Kraljic Matrix introduces into the research categories that are used to 

analyse suppliers in empirical research. Procurement processes and co-operation 

between different parties are the basis for collaborative relationships and how things 

can be done in purchasing. Digitalisation and digital tools create the actual basis for 

the possibilities of electrification in different categories and activities. 

 

The material of the research has been collected by interviewing the target 

company’s procurement unit and close partners in different categories. Analyses 

focus on the characteristics and possibilities of each category. The case company 

can begin to develop its own functions and solutions once they know what their 

partnerships could offer.  
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Gradutyön tarkoituksena on selvittää hankinnan nykytila case-yrityksessä ja tutkia 

kategorisoinnin avulla yhteistyökumppaneiden valmiuksia digitaalisten työkalujen 

osalta. Työ tavoite on antaa näkemys toimittajien ja case yrityksen välisestä 

suhteesta ja sen kehitysmahdollisuuksista.  

 

Teoreettinen viitekehys koostuu hankintatoimen toiminnoista, jossa käydään 

hankintaa yleisesti läpi. Kraljicin matriisi tuo tutkimukseen kategoriat, joiden avulla 

empiriassa toimittajia analysoidaan. Hankinnan prosessit ja yhteistyö eri osapuolien 

välillä taustoittaa yhteistyösuhteita ja kuinka asiat voidaan ostotoiminnassa tehdä. 

Digitalisaatio ja digitaaliset työkalut luovat varsinaisen pohjan sähköistämisen 

mahdollisuuksille eri kategorioissa ja toiminnoissa.  

 

Tutkimuksen aineisto on koottu haastattelemalla kohdeyrityksen hankintaa ja 

läheisiä yhteistyökumppaneita eri kategorioissa. Analyysissä käydään läpi jokaisen 

kategorian ominaispiirteet ja mahdollisuudet, joita tiedostamalla yritys pystyy 

lähtemään kehittämään omia toimintojaan ja ratkaisujaan. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The main focus of the thesis is to study the processes of the case company’s profit 

centre. The thesis contains interviews with supply management workers and close 

suppliers. The purpose is to evaluate procurement activity and how it can be evolved 

as well as what kind of solutions the case company has. The main aim is to clarify 

how the current situation of procurement can be digitalized and developed and which 

are the most important objects to develop in order to achieve digitality.  

 

The focus in supply chain management is to decrease costs with digitality while 

quality and service stays on high level. Globalization is ongoing, the whole chain of 

supply has turned to data and expansion has happened with the cloud and 

connected technology. Process-based operations and transaction nature are quite 

ripe to benefit from digitization because procurement requires relationship 

management, soft-skills, productivity to production and improvements to logistic. 

(Lopez & McKevitt 2017) That is why the purpose of the study is to make cross-

section to the case company’s procurement status quo.  

 

According to Hackett Group’s analyse from 2017, a large firm with $10 billion 

revenue can save at least $6 million by using digital procurement system. (Barrios 

2017) Small and medium-sized and bigger business organisations have adopted 

digitalisation as a tool to affect on business processes, getting operational efficiency 

and for a better position in the market (Li, Merenda & Venkatachalam 2009; 

Bharadwaj & Soni 2007; Barnir, Gallaugher & Auger 2002). The literature revolves 

around understanding procurement activities and digital opportunities. E-procurement 

technologies have given huge benefits for firms who implement these actions to their 

businesses. Short order fulfilment cycle time, decreased administrative costs, lower 

level of inventory, goods prices create efficient cooperation and planning by using 

new technology with business partners. Along with e-procurement, e-commerce has 

growth rapidly to a business area in industries. (Croom, 2000; Roche, 2001; Gamble, 

1999; Greenemeier, 2000; Murray, 2001) As thought Krugman (2008) predicted, if 

there is one piece that can be digitized it is going to be digitized. 
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The empirical aim of the study is to digitize the supply chain in the case company. 

Certainly it is impossible right away, but the idea is to improve actions in the future. 

Digitalisation will help companies to get new innovative tools to improve supply chain 

management. In this section the purpose is to analyse markets’ various solutions and 

interview workers and suppliers about needs and wishes. The thesis is instrument to 

map out necessary answers, which are possible to utilize in companies’ actions.  

1.1 Literature Review  
 
Strategy process’s main components are in Johnson, Scholes & Whittington’s (2005, 

517-519) opinion analysis, selection and implementation. The thesis takes a stance 

on analysing and selection sectors, but leaves implementation for future monitoring. 

The function of selection is to recognize strategy options and make evaluations, 

which can be done. According to Rowlinson & McDermott (1999, 3), procurement is 

described as s strategy to satisfy customer’s operational and/or development needs 

with the respect to the provision of build up facilities for a dividual life cycle. 

 

Inter-functional integration has been studied concerning supply chain management 

(SCM) and logistics. The focus has been on the collaboration and interaction 

between other corporations. (Chen, Mattioda & Daugherty 2007; Ellinger, Daugherty 

& Keller 2000; Kahn & Mentzer 1998). Also, examinations about integration with 

external associates are highlighting the importance to cooperate with the partner and 

create utility. (Rich & Hines 1997; Vachon & Klassen 2006). Supply management is 

described to be the concept for integrating purchasing, engineering and quality 

management with partners to work together for mutual achievements. (Rendon 2005) 

Procurement system is the one that supports various tasks and will help to find the 

best solutions. The system needs to deal with large amount of actors’ information 

and activities which procurement unit makes. The activities are such as bid 

preparation and invitation, bid assessment, contract awards, contract administration 

and management, project setups, purchasing, logistics management, and reception 

follow-up and materials shipping. (Ghazali, Lefebvre & Lefebvre 2012, 83-86) In the 

view of Eadie, Perera, Heaney & Carlisle (2007, 103-120), construction industry 

procurement system can be said to be more complex than any other industry’s 

systems.  
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Procurement operations are companies’ crucial part of business activity. Usually 

operations involve purchasing, logistics, monitoring, quality assurance and 

administration of contracts. On average, 80% of all cost in the companies consist 

from purchasing materials and services. Direct purchases include production 

materials and subcontractor work, which are shown as purchases in income 

statement. (Anttila, Jussila & Mikkola 2017, 12-13; Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 

2012, 61) Procurement contracts are the most important task for purchasers. Anttila 

et al.  (2017, 12) mentioned contracts for deliveries to have basic detailed 

information. Management, coverage, duration time and reasons to reward impact on 

contracts. Cost-effective or economically advantageous supply contracts and 

maintaining the current contracts and suppliers are included in personnel 

responsibilities. Procurement staff has product knowledge and close relationships 

with suppliers and subcontractors so the decision-making is powerful. 

 
Process innovations, process improvements and how to benefit from these are 

researched by Davenport (1993). According to Davenport (1993), there are five steps 

in process innovation; it starts from identifying and ends to building and designing a 

new process. Riggins and Mukhopadhyay (1994) and Mukhopadhyay, Kekre & 

Kalathur (1995) investigate more about the digitization of suppliers and 

subcontractors, how they play an effective role, what IT solutions can be used and 

which are options in inter-firm interactions. Documents can be processed 

electronically in digitized firms, but also fast answers and easy-to-implement changes 

are valuable. Errors, delays and manual work could reduce when frameworks are in 

order.  

 

Bakos & Treacy (1986) examined information technology and corporate strategy, 

which had opportunities in operational efficiency, cooperative information system, 

product innovations and bargaining advantage. To achieve competitive advantage, 

there are two sides to be efficient: bargaining power with costs and comparative 

efficiency, internal and interorganizational. Digital tools can affect positively to these 

processes to improve actions. Wang & Seidmann (1995, 401) mentioned information 

technology development as an answer for abbreviates business transaction rounds in 

virtually every industry. Global competition made the time factor an important issue to 
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have communication and information sharing system with designers, suppliers and 

other actors. This is one reason for tighten information flow in supply chains. 

Jagjit & Lorenz (2019, 78-86) analyzed purchasing and supply management 

digitalization by using the idea of industry 4.0. They found out procurement value 

drivers with internal and external focuses, which the thesis is also investigating in 

aspect of construction industry firm.  

 

Picture 1. Industry 4.0 (Weissbarth, Geissbauer & Wetzstein 2016) 

Industry 4.0 is the fourth industrial revolution. Picture 1 gives detailed information 

about it. Industry 4.0 contains areas from digital supply chain, smart manufacturing, 

digital business model, products and services and core competences on data action 

and analytics. Industry 4.0 is a nowadays a topic in digitalization, where digital supply 

chain’s one section is procurement 4.0. Important areas on which the whole 

ecosystem of digital supply chain focuses are transparency, communication, 

collaboration, flexibility and responsiveness. (Schrauf & Berttram 2016, 4-10; Lee, 

Kao & Yang 2014, 3-8) 
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Digitalisation impacts have been studied from the eyes of information system with IT 

implementation and adoption (Grover 1993), but also from the point of view of new 

innovations (Grover & Goslar 1993). For network managers, the growing market of 

IOS (interorganizational system) networks and system adoption have come a major 

business concern (Riggins et al. 1994, 38). Small and medium-sized and bigger 

business organisations have adopted digitalisation as a tool to affect on business 

processes, getting operational efficiency and a better position in the market (Li et al. 

2009; Bharadwaj et al. 2007; Barnir et al. 2002). 

 
1.2 Research Questions  
 
The process description of the study is a part of a larger phenomenon of supply chain 

management. Procurement is one part of the wide chain, which needs continuing 

evolvement. How employers inside the company can be implemented into processes 

and are they accepting those terms? In the bigger picture the main problem is to 

implement solutions for the firm. Strategically, procurement processes are visible 

inside and outside the company so it is smart to act in the same way. When everyone 

is doing the same actions in different ways it is just a big mess. Thus, the 

implementation has been left out from the focus of the thesis. 

 
The thesis was undertaken for further understanding of the case company’s 

procurement processes. The operating structure had to be understood in internal and 

external perspective so the topic was pertinent for the organisation. The main focus 

is to study processes of the case company’s profit centre. The thesis contains 

interviews with acquisition workers and close suppliers. The work analyses the 

chosen areas in purchasing process to achieve digitality. Procurement processes are 

presented in a big picture, but those are plain and need sub-categories. In the big 

picture, theoretically interesting gaps are procurement unit’s current situation and 

relationships between suppliers. The focus was to concentrate to one profit centre in 

the case corporation, when other centres were limited out of the thesis in purpose. 

The enterprise has common strategy so the strategic initiatives are leading 

management and optimising procurement process creation for the whole 

organisation. The target profit centre is young, because of organizational changes.  
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The main research question is: 

 

“How can the company improve procurement processes by using digital tools?” 

 

The thesis is also focusing on case organisation’s supply management status quo 

with the use of platforms and tools and some other sub-questions, which are showed 

below. 

 

“What is the current situation with procurement actions and used software or 

information systems?” 

 

“How used digital tools and actions vary in purchasing categories?” 

 

“How procurement unit and suppliers aspect meet in improvement areas?” 

 

 
Figure 1. Research strategy. 

 
Measurements of the thesis are intertwining around procurement functions, as seen 

in Figure 1. Questions “what is really happening inside the company?” and “how 

efficiently processes are working?” gathered information about inefficient actions and 

helped to focus on these points to reduce waste. Improved ways to act will give 

better value and process control. Standard actions between colleagues and 

departments are not on high-level so better knowledge sharing and retention support 

continuous development. Business and IT link is an indicator for new tools and 

solutions possibilities. Of course, every firm follows closely revenue increase, which 

can’t be forgotten. Business as usual.  
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1.3 Key Concepts 
 
The key concept of the study is procurement digitalisation. It is a wide, interesting 

and current theme for the thesis. Nowadays markets have a lot of digital tool options 

to make companies operations better, but the hard thing is to find the best actor for 

each organisation. Technology is there, only waiting for someone to find and use it. 

The thesis’ conceptual framework began from the trends of construction industry 

digitalization. The structure continues from theory of procurement processes and 

supply management, flowing to Kraljic matrix with collaboration and procurement 

digitalization.  

 

 
  Figure 2. Framework. 

 
Digitalisation gives new innovative purpose for the study to gather ideas for 

improvements. Organisation’s real actions, digital tools in the market and new ideas 

of working are real ways to train organisation’s everyday working efficiency. Finally, 

the process streamline pays attention to how to work together and in a similar way 

inside the company. Process streamlines will help groups to clarify functions clearly. 

Good practices and the present state of procurement are results from the research. 

The entity of the framework is described in the Figure 2.  
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The research will be handling procurement processes with four quite good key 

issues. Dubois & Araujo (2007) mentioned timing, prioritizing, mobilising and 

synchronising as main points in the process development. The technical 

development example is gathering issues for the base of the thesis before 

procurement processes get new detailed descriptions.  

 

 
    Picture 2. Thesis direction. (Inyat & Zafar 2013) 

 

Picture 2 gathers competitive advantage, capabilities and resources together with 

researchers, which have written about these topics. It represents quite well the 

thesis’ direction from resources to final results. And what is the benefit from it? 

Resources are procurement’s current situation, capabilities focus on technological 

development and competitive advantage offers useful solutions to improve case 

company operations. 

 

The thesis is not handling public procurement’s special issues unless there is a 

context, which needs background. Public procurement law regulates acquisitions and 

methods. The private sector purchases can be applied to public procurement 

processes’ basic doctrines, action models and practices. (Laki julkisista hankinnoista 

ja käyttöoikeussopimuksista 29.12.2016/1397, luku 1) ISO standards, YSE 1998, 

RYHT 2000, CE mark and other issues, which are regulating the construction 

operations, are not taken account in the study, only mentioned with a few words. 
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1.4 Research Methodologies And Data Collection 
 

The topic of the study was accepted first inside the case company and then 

discussed with the director from the university. The action model for thesis was 

created after the main idea was created and investigated. The research collects 

material from interviews, literature and company’s current actions. The study could 

be fulfilled with procurement data about case company material, but mainly the work 

is just qualitative analysis about answers. 

 

The project schedule was following: first discussions, planning the topic and the 

research plan with wide understanding about digitalisation and supply chain 

management. The next step was to focus on theory, backgrounds and frames for the 

thesis. The third step was to make interviews for internal group in the case company 

and external suppliers or subcontractors; analysing firm's current situation with 

procurement processes and creating new options for operations were in this step’s 

agenda. The fourth step was to write empirical part of the study and to put all 

data/quality material together. The final step was to finish the entity into perfection 

with future ideas and strategies. In the end, the whole entirety had to be inspected 

and connected in the best way. The idea was to have a smoothly running structure. 

 

The thesis methodology was chosen to be a qualitative research. Four primary 

methods are available for qualitative researchers according Näslund (2002, 329), 

which are observation, interviews, analysing documents and recording or 

transcribing. According to Eisenhardt & Graebner (2007, 27-29) an interview is an 

efficient way to collect rich data and it fits for acquisitions and strategic processes’ 

theme. The main collection plan was to make theme interviews inside the company 

and support results with other literature and cases, but the idea changed to make 

interviews inside the company to search current situation and interview chosen 

partners. The results can be useful support to manage everyday actions or improve 

corporation procurement systems and processes. 
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2 TRENDS DRIVING DIGITALIZATION IN CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY 

 
A large amount of publications about digitalisation claim there is no industry or action, 

or procurement, which could avoid affected changes of digitalisation. The digital 

disruption is affecting everyone around the globe. Finland has been one of the best in 

digital entertainment in the EU and in particular in electronic use of public services, 

which is a top priority. According to the digibarometer, Finland has one of the best 

conditions in the world to benefit from an in-depth analysis of data, but it has not yet 

been fully successful. In 2016, Finland was the top spot on the digibarometer and in 

2017 Norway was slightly better, Finland being in second place. Success in the 

Nordic countries was brought to complete with Denmark and Sweden in third and 

fourth place. (Mattila, Pajarinen, Rouvinen & Seppälä 2017) Normally digitalisation is 

connected to IT-sector, but the benefits can be seen in different units too, for 

example in procurement. Accenture’s (2015) research verifies how digital technology 

is available for everyone; it improves internal and external actions for revenue 

increase. 

 
The government program 2025 is a program, which affects to public services and 

private sector’s digital possibilities by dismantling unnecessary regulations or 

bureaucracy. Finnish future leaps to reform agile: their system is supported by 

managerial culture, which is based on trust, interaction and use of experiences. 

Achievements of government include reliefs on construction industry regulations and 

the way to streamline permission processes. (Valtioneuvosto 2018a) The digital team 

has 16 significant digi projects, which have been strategically funded. (Valtioneuvosto 

2018b, 40) Construction industry is one of the sectors in these top projects. 

Government achieve to encourage growing up housing construction, which is why 

formula and construction permit systems are going to relieve and expedite. 

(Valtioneuvosto 2018b, 18)  

Efficiently added value is a subject of research. This means normal actions and 

issues that get attention are: customer satisfaction, better design, new innovations, 

cross-functional information flow, no defects, less wasted time, improved actions and 

better scheduling. The above-mentioned matters are straight from the idea of Lean 
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(Linker 2004, 3-14), but also essential benefits of what companies like the case 

organisation want from their businesses development. Construction firms are coming 

behind of many other industries and there have not been many operators, which 

want to transform actions by adapting Lean thinking. Nicoletti (2013) made research 

about digitize and lean six sigma and presented a method of Lean procurement, 

which takes into account opportunities of digitization and combined tools. 

 
2.1 Digitalization In General In Construction Industry 
 
Digitalisation accelerated in real estate and construction industry by KIRA-Digi and 

electric housing-share register reform. (Valtioneuvosto 2018b, 41) KIRA-Digi project 

is the biggest investment on construction and real estate industry. Digi leap requires 

easiness from public sectors’ information files to be used in different everyday work. 

Smooth information management opens up conditions for new innovations and 

business. Building data is going to be open for everyone, which contains knowledge 

about investment decisions to buildings’ demolition waste recycling. Currently 

information is dispersed in various systems, so after development people can gather 

needed information better to make numerous decision and action processes. When 

the core knowledge of buildings has been clarified, KIRA-Digi’s task is to integrate 

different parties’ information systems to work efficiently together. Constructed 

environment works in KIRA-Digi, overall architecture work, standardization road map 

and industry glossary work will support the opening of building data. (KIRA-Digi 2018; 

Ministry of the Environment 2017)  

 
Other ongoing digitisation projects are: Building Smart Finland, which is modelling 

collaboration forum including information sharing between procurement, design, 

maintenance and operations teams in the project. Smart City is future in the efficient 

way of working area. Parties of the Smart City are AI and IoT, safety and planning, 

future work and education, sustainability, circular economy, smart and energy 

efficient buildings, smart mobility, co-operation and built environment. Example of the 

smart city project is the clever development project in Kalasatama in Helsinki. 

(Mustonen, Koponen & Spilling 2014) Finally, Intelligent Construction Site project is 

focusing on digitalisation development. Aalto University is researching and testing 

tools to guide workers, material and machines. (Romo 2017; Seppänen 2017) 
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The government of Finland has classified main goals of acquisition digitalization; 

purchasing will be executed effectively and economically to help forward market 

competition between suppliers. Procurement is simple, uniform and supervised so 

the ordering is easy. Supply management actions are examined from the beginning’s 

needs to the end documentation as a whole process. An important issue, because of 

digitalisation, is to get support from digital tools for government wholeness and 

individual agencies actions to achieve savings. Public procurement’s automatisation 

degree has increased while manual work operations have decreased. 

(Valtiovarainministeri 2018) Public procurement sector actions in tendering and other 

operations have been regulated precisely. EU directives and decisions take a stance 

on laws and standards to clear rules for parties. The thesis does not focus on public 

rules and activities since the case company’s supply management is not under the 

public acquisition. (Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland 2018) 
 

It is seen that an improvement to building sector is coming by an intelligent 

infrastructure. Smart buildings are the final result of long-term planning, right 

business goals and ability to use technology innovations. (Siemens Industry Inc. 

2016, 4) Digitalisation as a term with other phenomenon concepts is still quite 

exaggerated or unknown, although the idea is not new. Ministry of Employment and 

the Economy of Finland (2015, 113-117) determine digitalisation as a way of acting 

inside processes or service electrification by using information technology. Big Data, 

analytics, mobility, cloud service, IoT, social media and industrial Internet are trends 

and expressions of digitalisation. With these various phenomena connection and 

analytic software help, firms have many possibilities to build new innovative digital 

operations chains.  

 

2.2 Digitalization from Construction Firm’s Business Process 
Perspective 

 
Assumingly, procurement methods and tools have changed over the centuries. New 

innovative solutions have modified actions many times in the past, which 

digitalisation is doing right now. Technology has developed fast in the past 100 years 
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and it has been one of the most powerfully affecting fields. What is procurement now 

and how the processes can be made in this century? These questions are on the 

table every year in the firms that want to stay ahead of competitors.  

 

Procurement is purchasing, tendering, supplier management, risk management, 

tracking deliveries and the entire supply chain management. It is a large entity of 

processes, which are needed to notice in decisions. Acquisition is not just everyday 

routine work in supporting unit, it is one of the main operations in the company and 

the emphasis is in long-term development projects and activities. (Iloranta et al.  

2008, 61-67) Therefore, supply management know-how has a big role in firms’ 

competitive advantage. If a competitor can search and find more competitive, 

cheaper and more competent suppliers, take advantage of knowledge and innovative 

abilities better, guide and encourage achieving better efficiency, that competitor’s 

predominance is likely to be significant. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018a)  

 
Every firm defines their operation models for procurement by analysing internal and 

external environment. Each action produces information, which is gathered to 

companies’ databases, registers and information systems, such as purchase and 

financial management systems. Quiet information is precious knowledge, which 

accumulates to staff, suppliers or subcontractors and external information banks or 

social media. Digital tools can be solutions as a knowledge warehouse, where 

everyone have access to share their information so the development goes forward. 

Markets are offering a lot of technical solutions options from ERPs to little software. 

Software are support tools for tendering phase and agreement management, 

purchase and order processes, logistics management, and finance, needs and 

production planning. ICT-contracts are in maintenance’s response, which decisions 

affect on above mentioned actions integration. Business analytics (BA) supports risk 

and sales management, which helps in decision-making. Information is the central 

unitive author and each operation needs it in different phases from different systems. 

Integration between information systems is needed and highly valuable in nowadays. 

 

Digital breakthrough was born as a result of many factors. The spread of cloud 

services lead to changes. Consumers can use different mobile services by utilising 

cloud service solutions. IT-structure in the corporations can be replaced with private 
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or public cloud services. New technology and new innovative solutions bring 

opportunities and difficulties to procurement staff to develop various area of 

expertise. Units need to know the potential of digitalisation and understand the 

requirements technology generates. The thesis investigates the acquisition unit’s 

transferable skills to achieve best decisions with or without digital tools.  

 
Digitalisation requires interaction and collaboration between construction industry 

actors. New technique implementation to practice and new business models 

initialization are achievements at the circle of nowadays development. Effective 

communication, improvement of situation picture and real-time actions are parts, 

which enterprises try to reach with theme digitalisation. Great plans and strong 

leaderships are in the key position of change adaptation when effects focus on firm’s 

everyday operation processes, tools and action models. Better design process, 

utilization and standardization of prefabrication are, in addition of digitalisation, key 

elements in the construction industry. Increasing productivity and efficiency are part 

of many industries, which are making their new way by using future solutions. In 

future, building is comparable to duplo blocks placement one on top of the other. A 

set of different pieces is carried out elsewhere and assembled on a reserved plot. 

 

2.3 Laws And Regulations In Procurement 

 
Ownership, initiation and funding can be organised by owner-financed, public sector-

financed, developer-financed, private finance initiative (PFI) or public private 

partnership (PPP). Selection method is based on negotiation, partnering, 

frameworks, selective competition, open competition and other operations 

availability. (Hughes, Hillebrandt, Greenwood & Kwawu 2006, 1-15) YSE 1998 

includes construction industry’s general subcontract clauses, which give guidelines 

for subcontractor agreements. There is none of legislation, which could regulate 

subcontracts so agreements and it processes need high amount of attention. 

Agreement between orderer and subcontractor is composed when the offer has been 

sent and the other side has approved it. Answers are binding on their donor. In the 

construction industry, agreements can have a free form, but usually they are written 

down. Subcontracts can be made by mouth to mouth, in which case they are not 

easy to prove if needed. (Junnonen & Kankainen 2001, 8-9) 
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Hughes et al. (2006, 1-15) propose methods and contracting forms which include 

general and management contracting, design and build as well as novation, 

construction management, package deals, collaboration work, systems involving 

service agreements and private finance. Behind the material purchasing is affecting 

commercial law and movables sales remove property rights. Contract process is two 

sided like in subcontracts. Guidelines for purchasing are giving general procurement 

guidelines and terms of delivery, RYHT 2000. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 10-11) 

Procurement contracts are under joint regulation and have to be written. Contract 

form affects on project management and procurement decisions and the form 

describes parties and their rights. The agreement begins when signatures verify 

decision. Usually notification about contract is shared before agreement so it is 

necessary to inform that notification is not guarantee for actions and how the final 

paper will be made. Procurement law legislates how the acquisition agreement can 

be modified inside the contract period and which content must be in it. Parties cannot 

attach any text that organisations’ have not processed along the negotiations or 

tenders. (Hankinnat 2018) 

 

Public procurement purchase process has various possibilities of how to get what is 

needed. Defined methods from regulations are open or limited procedures, 

negotiation procedure, direct acquisition, competitive tenders, framework agreement 

or design competition. New law took also digital tools to help the method; those are 

electronic auction, innovative partnering and dynamic procurement system. The law 

gives guidelines for procurement units on how to act and treat suppliers and 

contractors. Invitation for tenders, decisions, selections of candidates and other steps 

have directions for the transparent and equal process. (Laki julkisista hankinnoista ja 

käyttöoikeussopimuksista 29.12.2016/1397, luku 5) 

 
Incoterms 2010 are national terms of delivery. The delivery term defines the 

obligations of supplying the goods between the buyer and the seller. After 

commercial treaty, parties negotiate about delivery terms, which compose who 

transports and receives, contracts for transports, cost dividing, risk shift and export or 

import clearance. Other formalities give directions to documentations management, 

packaging, informing and inspecting quality. Delivery terms will be updated next time 
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in year 2020. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018b) Incoterms are world wide so Finland has 

created a more specific one in accordance with local businesses’ habits. Finnterms 

are used only in Finnish domestic market trade. Six different terms will guide supply 

processes. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018c)  

 

Supplier management have automated examinations about actors’ conditions or 

mandatory documents to create risk levels for companies. (Karumsi, Prokopets & 

Parva 2018) Tilaajavastuu (orderer responsibility) is showing companies’ financial 

background, various documents situation and capabilities to work in Finnish market. 

One of the most important things is to check out before choosing supplier. Law in 

construction industry determine that Tilaajavastuu (orderer responsibility) issues 

needed to be in order.  
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3 THEORETICAL PART OF STUDY 

 
Nowadays data emphasize management and procurement digitalisation have 

captured foothold in the market, and put pressure to companies’ supply chain 

development resources. The theoretical part of the study aims to collect information 

about supply management, including Kraljic Matrix’s main idea and connect 

procurement process and collaboration aspect to the thesis. Finally, the background 

from digital platforms and digitalisation opportunities ends the chapter.    

 

3.1 Supply Management 
 
Systematic procurement process means recognizing needs by analysing suppliers 

and choosing the best option. It is a close topic with nowadays’ much used literature 

strategic sourcing. Today’s procurement is going more to proactive than reactive 

direction. Proactive means to manage changes before something happens and try to 

control issues to wanted direction. Reactive is reaction to changes when something 

has already happened. There is a big difference between these abilities, because 

proactive procurement makes supply chain management more valuable. (Iloranta et 

al. 2008, 60-67; Gracht, Giunipero & Schueller 2016, 37) Procurement unit is 

responsible that products are delivered in right time to right place, in agreed price. 

Supply process development demands cyclic product category update and active 

investigations about new suppliers and because of narrow selection, purchasers 

have to anticipate different product combinations delivery or prepare special 

occasions. (Jahnukainen, Lahti & Virtanen 1997, 15)  

 

According to Opfer (1998, 10-14) and Ghazali et al. (2012, 83-86), procurement staff 

has to organise wide range of different specialities, also specific ones, to work and 

build, in this case, buildings efficiently together. Material, subcontracting, other 

construction firms, engineer and design companies, consultants, project owners and 

others contain the entity of network. Logistiikan Maailma (2018d) brings up 

procurement unit’s daily tasks, which contain finding new actors and competitive 

sources, measuring and reporting results, ensuring best purchases, following 

markets and demands, increasing standardization and negotiating with the selected 
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actor. When categories have long-term cooperation, purchasing staff can focus on 

development rather than continuous searching.  

 

Decision-making in different procurement processes is affected by various ways. The 

strategic level period is years, when the real-time decisions are affecting right away. 

The operational level decisions timeline is from hours to days and the tactical level 

from days to months. Each level has their own decisions, but in the big picture 

strategic level flows to control operations with created guidelines. (Reijers 2002, 8) 

Supply chain cooperation needs process improvements and technology upgrades to 

achieve great business value. Components are IT-enabled, which brings to benefits, 

but it can be said that IT value is not the most important; it’s a process value. Another 

opinion is that relationship value should be more valuable than technological or 

process value in process sharing. The value of relationship comes from development 

in customer and supplier relationships, increased communication, coordination and 

service. (Chang & Shaw 2009, 134-137)  

 

Category management is everything from investigations and evaluations to who 

purchases and what, how often, what is the volume and where to get it. Ideation 

directs to possibilities of demand - supply relationship and supplier field. However, 

there is first a planning phase to prioritise ideas, deliberate cost affects and make 

specific timetable outlines for implementation. Pilot testing can be decided in this 

section. Implementation and monitoring to feedback phases follow earlier stages and 

closes the cycle. Final phases measure actions by making conclusions to 

organisation. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018e) New applications of Internet commerce 

contain shared analysis with supply base and companies can interact better with 

multitude suppliers or subcontractors. It will create a bidding process, which is more 

competitive. (Brunelli 1999, S83) 
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 Figure 3. Process sharing. (Chang & Shaw 2009, 122) 

 
Figure 3 shows how process sharing is affecting from IT assets and impacts to firm 

performance. Value creation defines the collaboration level of supply chain. 

Enablement to loosely coupled cooperation in supply chain is one objective of 

process sharing. In the opinion of organization theory, a loosely coupled way gives 

players the opportunity to act independently, but integrates the entirety to visible 

decision-making. Reduction of cycle time and better quality of information are 

benefits from coupled business operations. Mutual understanding about rules of 

decision-making can enhance fast and effective solutions when orders or deliveries 

fail. In the future, real-time information flow between firms can be solution to identify 

problems and find out answers in a decent manner. This is how enterprises can 

forecast demand and have detailed information everyday. Improvements in business 

operations are defined as benefits of direct processes and when integration between 

the actors is done, everyone can work independently with detailed interlinked 

outputs. (Chang et al. 2009, 125-126) It is beneficial to investigate internal and 

external integration at the same time, because those are closely related concepts in 

the supply chain. Trust and dependency can support to create innovative business 

processes in interfunctional relationship. Close interaction between parties will 

develop understanding in operations, which can lead to innovative capability 

development in the supply chain. (Chen, Daugherty & Landry 2009, 28, 37) 
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Chang et al.’s (2009, 134-137) study got a result that the direct technological value in 

firms’ performance affects importantly to collaboration level. It is the moderator value, 

but not for indirect technology. The finding is different compared to past studies, 

when IT with standard base got economic scale benefits and thus implementation 

costs decreased in long term as long as there were more adoptions in the market. 

The situation is possible when participation and cooperation between partners plays 

an important role for the success and process sharing and there is a jointly created 

relationship-specific asset. The risk is, when the company wants to reform processes 

to improve collaboration but the supplier does not have resources or it has other 

solutions, in which case the whole idea is useless. In the worse situation, the other 

partner prefers to collaborate in totally different way.  

 

Value proposition means that the procurement officers have to rethink the value to 

get added value within the firm. Digitalisation solution and big data can provide 

various opportunities to the entire supply chain management. New opportunities can 

offer new business models, which is possible by using procurement knowledge and 

expertise about suppliers and markets. (Weissbarth et al. 2016) Digital procurement 

can be solution for challenges in acquisition processes, which are currently made 

manually. Contract management and automated programs will go through and 

compare the best templates, terms and circumstances; they can also generate 

summaries for usage. Automation has a positive effect on transactional procurement, 

verifying speed, accuracy and consistency of invoices. (Karumsi et al. 2018) 

 

Gioconda, Gonzales, Mueller & Mueller (2010, 519-521) gathered procurement 

practices in a compact way: on five steps, which are based on many other articles. 

The first is gathering information about buying tasks, making evaluations and 

selecting suppliers. The second phase contains supplier contact via request for 

proposals, quotes, information and bids. The third is negotiations with parties and 

contracting. The fourth includes requisitioning the contract terms and the entity. The 

final and fifth phase is for intelligence and analysis: external and internal data support 

procurement unit to make smart decisions. With the gained knowledge, there are 

possibilities for supplier development, certification, qualification, Just-in-time 

acquisition and rationalization of supply base. 
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According to Wyman (2017), the procurement process has four sections, which start 

from category management. The main processes follow category strategy, supply 

base management, roadmap and “day to day” event planning. Supplier relationship 

management and buyer or stakeholder collaboration are present in the whole 

process of procurement. Thus, spend and business requirements analysis, supply 

base management, benchmarking and TCO modelling are base for category 

management and those start the chain actions. Actions tracking and roadmap 

belongs strongly to this first sector. Source to contract is the decision making section 

where RFX, negotiations and contracting happens. RFX can perform request for 

Information (RFI), request for proposal (RFP), request for quote (RFQ), and request 

for bid (RFB). Negotiations need supplier comparison and offer analysis, but also 

“what if” scenarios. The final phase of contracting is just writing signatures and 

recording documents to the database. Procure to pay, the third step, could be 

possible to use for e-procurement catalogues, purchase orders and requests and 

finally material or work receipts and liabilities. Performance management is the fourth 

stage and it is the implementation process, supplier and financial performance 

management. EY’s (2017) research describes digital procurement processes in the 

same way: attaching technology, data management and AI to the chain activity.  

 

3.2 Collaboration In Relation To Kraljic Matrix 
 
Kraljic Matrix is used in construction industry to categorise different purchasing items. 

Kraljic (1983, 109-117) made the tool to develop procurement strategies. The main 

purpose was to divide products and services into different categories and find out the 

best way to manage these, because groups do not have similar strategic value. 

Junnonen et al. (2001, 14-15) categorise purchasing objects to volume purchasing, 

critical purchasing items, hardware purchasing and special purchasing. Iloranta et al. 

(2008, 144-150) define procurement products and services in portfolio analysis a little 

bit different, in general way: volume, strategic, routine and bottleneck products or 

services. The idea is the same, but it can be used in every industry. Two factors 

define Kraljic model’s purchasing purpose: 1. Evaluate importance of the production 

for the enterprise and 2. The product market complexity. (Rendon 2005, 299) 
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Montgomery, Ogden & Boehmke (2018, 192-194) also categorised matrix in items 

called leverage, non-critical, strategic and bottleneck. 
 

 
 Picture 3. Kraljic Matrix. 

 

Porter (1985) has a little bit different model about competitive advantage. The model 

contains three generic competitive strategies. Volume is cost leadership, strategy is 

differentiation, routine is cost focus and bottleneck is differentiation focus. Kraljic 

matrix is focusing on products, but Porter model is examining enterprise’s strategy, 

where they want to operate. Anttila et al. (2013) describe it is important to focus on 

products or product categories with Kraljic matrix; it is not for supplier analysis. 

Picture 2 is based on Kraljic matrix but it is modified for the thesis’ purposes.  

 

The effect to the company’s business and procurement focus on hardware box is 

small, at non-critical level. Construction sites need bulk products for people, which 

costs are low but priority high. Easiness, plainness and fluency are typical benefits in 

hardware purchases. With hardware products the main purpose is to minimize 

logistic cost in the projects and have a common invoicing system to make the 

process highly routinized and at the same time reduce costs. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 

14-15; Vuorinen 2013, 126-127) Routine products are not prominent in financial way, 

but the amount of suppliers is huge. Strategy in this category is to enhance, 
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streamline acquisition processes and ensure purchasing operation’s efficiency. 

(Anttila et al. 2013, 13-14) 

 

Office items, basic tools, work gloves, crews, and lunch services include to routine 

section. The market has a lot of actors so companies can change supplier if the 

process is not working with someone. These procurement purchases are made in 

large amount sets to avoid costs from ordering just two pencils at the time. Time 

waste for the organisation can be more expensive than products they are ordering. 

Routine product orders have been automated, but still there is improving needs. 

Vendor-managed inventories are used with many different products or services, 

where vendors can evaluate resources and manage warehouses with their systems. 

Technology supports to recognize ideal just-in-time processes. (Iloranta et al. 2008, 

146-147) Non-critical items are based on standardization of products, efficient 

ordering and optimization model, which requires good procurement strategy. 

(Rendon 2005, 300) 

 

Electronic catalogues can help to automate process by using software or information 

systems with routine items. (Iloranta et al. 2008, 146-147) Open marketplaces of 

Internet are tools to exchange between firms. Both sides benefit from it, because 

purchasers will get more competitive bids and suppliers are able to acquire new 

business possibilities. (Brunelli 1999, S83) Product standardization will support digital 

integration with suppliers and enhance cost efficiency. (Wiengarten, Humphreys, 

Gimenez & McIvor 2016) 
 
Volume purchases do not need that much effort from the procurement unit, but the 

affect to business activity is huge. (Anttila et al. 2013, 13-14; Junnonen et al. 2001, 

14-15) This area is an important place to make savings for projects. For volume 

buying it is typical to have delivery speed, reliability of delivery and the flexibility of 

deliveries on the table. National and regional volume purchasing will be profitable 

when the purchase price has been negotiated accurately. Cutting the amount of 

suppliers, centralised bidding and compliance with seasonal agreements are 

improving business activity on high volume purchasing. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 14-15; 

Vuorinen 2013, 126-127) Pushing purchasing prices down, strong bidding and 
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category strategy to focus on prices are features for volume products. (Anttila et al. 

2013, 13-14; Rendon 2005, 300) Keeping in touch with new possible suppliers and 

creating results to get greater discounts, because of high quantities, are actions, 

which cannot be avoided. Strategic integration and conceptualization between parties 

are ways to improve collaboration and take advantage of firms’ capabilities. Actions 

will be flexible and cost efficient. (Rendon 2005, 300; Swink, Narasimhan & Kim 

2005) 

 

Supplier and contractor markets have a lot of alternative channels and actors where 

to pick solutions for the company. Usually the biggest amount comes from the 

section products and services, although count of labels could be minor. Competition 

is on high level and changing supplier has low costs, every aggressive competition 

tricks and negotiation tactics are used free of worry. To the designated line multiple 

tenders and playing suppliers to compete each other can decrease price, total costs 

and upgrade service. Little prozentual saving on high volume object acquisition costs 

gives huge savings for business. Electronic trade solutions: exchange, auction and 

reverse auction suit for volume products acquisition. (Iloranta et al. 2008, 145-146) E-

procurement links processes between internal system and supplier. Using new 

technology and Internet solutions will connect procurement strategy’s end-to-end 

stream. Business intelligence is improving especially the procurement analysis tools 

in the organisation.  

 

Brunelli (1999) mentioned that e-commerce would change procurement actions and 

information sharing. Environment is going to change to more efficient and have real-

time features especially with volume items. Iloranta et al. (2008, 276-280) claim 

traditional tendering has disadvantages, which wreck quality, normal collaboration 

and knowledge sharing. Sometimes too detailed bids affect wrong items or service 

for company or the best suppliers are not interested and demand negotiation power 

from the corporation.  

 

Special purchases need a lot of effort, because abnormal products are not easy to 

find. Business activity is not suffering because of these items but time waste is on 

high level. Special products are project specific items and rarely continuous 
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purchasing. Procurement units need to spend more time with this sector and every 

little details are affecting the entire package. Normally these products are only in one 

contract for one project, with special designs. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 14-15) Real 

time data is a huge thing and expectation for predictive activity in procurement unit. 

“What-if” model can take advantage of real time data to prevent these production 

bottlenecks, delays or other risks. Predictive modelling is a current trend in supply 

chain management. (Barrios 2017) The strategy with bottleneck products is to ensure 

availability, for example putting effort on supplier cooperation or find out alternative 

suppliers. (Anttila et al.  2013, 13-14) 

 

Existing actors in the bottleneck products and services is limited. Objects could be 

premier, still affecting powerfully to enterprise activity by low costs. (Anttila et al. 

2013, 13-14; Iloranta et al. 2008, 148) Bottleneck items are said to be reliable for 

short-term sourcing. Supply market complexity is on high level, but the purchasing 

importance at the low level. Bottlenecks need to monitor chosen vendor production 

by contract management, with focus on product delivery insurance and adequate of 

product inventory. (Rendon 2005, 300) 

 

The main wheel for the production machine could be special, but cheap and hard to 

find. Bottleneck situation comes from wrong decision-making inside firms or supplier-

developed product to get competition advantage. Dependency relationships grow 

year by year, with the price along it. Companies should get rid of these products, 

because bottlenecks are usually consequences of bad solutions in product 

development or planning. Information systems’ additional parts or software are 

example the situation, supplier command direction and negotiation position is bad for 

buyer. Professional salesmen try to achieve traps like this, but there is no future for 

long-term collaboration. (Iloranta et al. 2008, 148; Vuorinen 2013, 127-128) Apple is 

a good example of how to grow business with own terms, parts and designs, and still 

push everybody to have their products and services.  

 
Critical strategy items are the most important section for companies’ business activity 

and procurement unit effort. The value of this box is huge and it is going to affect on 

companies revenue and business profit. (Anttila et al. 2013, 13-14; Junnonen et al. 
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2001, 14-15) Project roofs are crossed on if companies cannot handle critical sector 

well. With critical purchases, it is central to network with suppliers and take 

advantage of special know-how and use of feedback information. Winners take the 

best price and make profit for the corporation business. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 14-

15) Business activity strategy will not be enough to coordinate procurement wide 

area so long-term purchasing strategy is desirable. (Anttila et al. 2013, 14). 

Competitive advantage is reached if the company focuses on value chain cost 

minimizing, creates chain better than competitors’ or makes deeper and strategic 

partnerships with important actors. (Porter 1985, 1-4; Vuorinen 2013, 127-128) 

 

The strategy on strategy products is to build a long-term and tight collaboration and 

continuous improvement. (Anttila et al. 2013, 14) The fourth quarter of the model, 

strategic products and services, includes the greatest value; critical value for the 

company’s success and business actions, also few alternative actors. 

Microprocessors for computer or airplanes engines can be examples about strategic 

products. If a firm needs to change actor the cost is high, process is arduous and 

waste of time. The biggest challenge for procurement unit comes from this group. 

Traditional tendering tools are not working because there are no options. Tight 

cooperation is the only way to get control and manage relationship somehow. Wide 

collaboration needs various abilities, which separate from normal skills. Along social 

transferable skills, technical and commercial knowledge is worth of glory. Digital tools 

could help cooperation over organisation limits, and new solutions are always more 

than welcome. (Iloranta et al. 2008, 149-150)  
 
3.3 Procurement Processes in Specific Collaboration Forms  
 

Process management is an important issue in every company. It is the way of acting 

and making decisions in the firm. Process management is the result of company’s 

strategy and red threat decisions. In a construction firm, first designers plan the 

projects details and after that procurement unit and other parties comes to join. 

“Rush to purchase”, as Junnonen et al. (2001, 24-26) has separately agreed. The 

responsibility is prescribed for persons. Groundwork, element material and building 
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services have normally a little bit rush when the project start and they are examples 

of these kinds of acquisitions.  

 

Computation and acquisition operations are affecting designers’ plans and get 

amounts and important details from there. Ideas and practice experience is valuable 

so sometimes plans are needed to change, because some issues cannot be done or 

it is too expensive. BIM model can help with understanding and supporting 

purchasing actions. The model is a communication tool between different units. As 

Hughes et al. (2006, 1-15) mentioned, contractors and suppliers are involved in early 

stages so ideas and problems are changed early, before starting the real work. 

 

Initial data need to be gathered from the construction site. Procurement and 

construction site relationship processes include planning and controlling. General 

delivery times for materials and subcontractor scheduled work, contract agreements, 

target budget and project quality plan are acting as first details for procurement 

process. In the beginning, the frame is just planned in the big picture with main 

milestones. Limitations for purchasing are therefore defined and the details will be 

requirements for contracting and managing procurement. Procurement unit observes 

schedule and makes estimates, in which time they need to assign different work or 

material deliveries to the site. (Caron, Marchet & Perego 1998, 312-313) For 

preparing potential problems it is suitable to make problem analysis to reduce risks, 

and know how to react in different situation. Problem analysis is made on technical, 

production, procurement, environment and safety related factors from the eye of the 

whole project. The program of the work, offer calculations, purchasing price amounts 

and solutions, general timetable, target budget and quality plan are information from 

the construction site. Also project technical documents have important details about 

various tasks. Common information is written in material and item descriptions. The 

company facts are supplier knowledge and terms, supply management politics and 

season contracts or framework agreements. (Junnonen et al. 2001, 24-26) 

 
Junnonen et al. (2001, 8-11) define typical acquisition process for subcontracts and 

seasonal contracts. Every process starts usually by planning. After informative plans, 

procurement unit makes calls for tender. Preparation takes different time in various 

tasks and a huge work is to gather documents and details about needs. Acquisition 
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registers are separate in the firms, but the purpose is to collect the best suppliers for 

the selection phase. After sending inquiries, it is clever to prepare with comparison 

form to separate contractors’ offers in order to make it easy to choose the best one, 

with low price and high quality. The decider chooses firm/s to contract negotiations 

and when the actor is decided, it is a good way to report all other parties of what is 

decided. Sharing information is one of the most fundamental acts to have clear and 

efficient processes, which are under control. Both sides need to agree on composed 

terms and rules before starting the collaboration in the project. Subcontractor 

meetings in the project are a normal way to supervise work and inform plans or 

actions. New innovative solutions can be created when people make tight 

cooperation so meetings can include conversation about better solutions or problem 

solving. Sub-process ends after the work is finished and feedback is collected. Of 

course, the guarantee time is still continuing pre-defined time after the finished work. 

The contract is controlling the whole acquisition process and it is a valuable tool to 

solve conflicts and misunderstandings. Logistiikan Maailma (2018f) supports the 

opinion that procurement purchasing process does not end to the contract. 

Implementation process is still going on while both sides are monitoring how it goes.  
 

 
 Figure 4. Production control (Seppänen 2017) 

 
The entirety of production control is shown in simple way in the Figure 4. Material 

purchasing includes only material delivery; there is no installation work. Procurement 

contract is normally a wide document, but it can be just a simple order. The 
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purchasing process follows the subcontractor’s deal process. Only supervising is 

focusing on quality, transportation damages and right parts in the right time. 

Transportation can have wholesalers between supplier and orderer. (Junnonen et al.  

2001, 8-11)  

 

Lowest price is not the only matter which manners in the construction industry 

acquisition. Contractors want to get chosen so the contribute value is that. Long-term 

relationships are a proactive model and nowadays more important. Relationship 

management is hard work and the prize is development. That is why bidding phase in 

the whole process is not so easy as it sounds and looks. Quiet information, earlier 

performance and reputation will be analysed in the contractors’ and suppliers’ price 

of the work. Without that, it is more like buying something eyes closed. (Hughes et al. 

2006, 1-15) Strategic procurement includes process development in design, supplier 

management, supplier selection and forecasting. Proactive acquisition is based on 

value creation, reducing supplier base and inventory. Thus, procurement unit needs 

to sometimes extinguish fire in reactive way. Activity can change with different labels. 

Strategic thinking enables efficient information sharing in early stages, process 

control, long-term development and risk management. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018d) 

 

The amount of bidders is good to be two to three. Sufficient amount will keep costs 

low in question label work competition. Expensive design proposals need only 

maximum of three bidders. The process has pre-qualification methods, which are 

usually complex and highly varied. It is essential to keep costs of pre-qualification low 

because sometimes it can be expensive when it is compared to the full bid. (Hughes 

et al. 2006, 1-15) Cost efficiency and customer service are the main focuses in the 

acquisition, but without service level ensure every operations suffers. Confidential 

relationship creation along with continuous development supports the unit to 

purchase material and service with good price, right time, best quality and correct 

amount. Committed capital and current assets monitoring is mandatory thinking the 

whole supply chain. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018d) The idea with digital automatic bids 

could be helping organisation processes. Strategic sourcing benefits on automatic 

bids requests to qualified actors by decreasing wasted time and effort. (Karumsi et al.  

2018) 
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Tactical acquisition includes budgeting and agreement negotiations. Operative 

purchasing is a routine as well as daily operations like ordering, checking invoices 

and delivery control. It is reactive purchasing, which does not care about inventory 

strategy or long-term development. Many times people in the unit forget that 

someday partners and supplier are in vital condition in the market situation so 

reverse marketing along the daily work is priceless. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018d) 

Total cost ownership thinking comes from 1990, when Lisa Ellram launched the idea. 

Perceiving data about life cycle costs (LCC) before purchasing item to items end of 

the product life cycle. Procurement process starts with analysis before purchasing 

decision and ends to the final product using costs and duration time. (Logistiikan 

Maailma 2018g) Reduction of cycle-time and quality of knowledge can lead to higher-

level performance. (Chang et al. 2009, 125-126) 

 

The process of framework agreement is divided into three phases. The first phase is 

the decision for starting a new long-term partnering relationship. The basic principles, 

the nature of the cooperation and the definitions of goals, will support about supplier 

selection. Feedbacks and reviews help to summarize the list and choose best ones 

for the organisation. Preparation phase follows decision and it controls terms and 

guidelines for the agreement. Action is the last phase when the work really begins 

with continuing collaboration improvement. Self-development is a part of the deal and 

partners cannot forget sharing or feedback giving. The framework agreement differs 

from simple orders with resource reservation. Preliminary amounts and timetables 

are given to the supplier and when the order is made, the content of the delivery will 

be made more specific including plans and delivery weeks. The order moves to 

supplier’s responsibility to supply agreed items to appointed place. (Junnonen et al. 

2001, 17-20) Centralized procurement system platform could help to cooperate with 

firms, not competitors, to compare purchasing performance and quality; learning from 

others’ actions to improve own operations by using best practice examples and 

numerous assessments. (Gracht et al. 2016, 35) 

 
Procurement is organization’s external resources management. Long-term 

collaboration between the actors is tighter nowadays and firms keep wide network 

close. It can be compared to business ecosystem, which is acting like a top football 
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team where passes and thoughts intertwine together. Information sharing and 

making together define the quality of partnership. According to Iloranta et al. (2008, 

88-90), organization operations, maintenance, leadership and development need 

different external resources, products and services and know-how or knowledge from 

outside the organization. Procurement unit’s purpose is to take advantage of supplier 

markets opportunities to satisfy final customer or user needs by maximizing overall 

benefit.  

 

Junnonen et al. (2001, 17-20) define company’s level of collaboration as a tool to get 

competitive advantage and improve market position. Benefits can be product or 

production improvements, decreased costs or faster temporal execution. Successful 

long-term cooperation requires open information exchange, two-sided benefit and 

trust, commitment to common aims and compatible business strategies. Eisenhardt & 

Schoonhoven (1996, 137) and Mitrega, Forkmann, Zaefarian & Henneberg (2017, 

578) mention that benefits from close partnerships are new technologies and skills, 

new markets, reduced operational costs and product time and performance 

optimization in overall supply chain. Anttila et al.’s (2017, 32-34) point of view of long-

term relationships is that it needs a lot of work and time. Collaboration can be done in 

many different ways, but the main purpose is to specify what both sides want to 

achieve with it and whether it is possible in this relationship. Analyses of partnerships 

are not waste of time but vice versa, and a smart proactive move to affect firm’s 

financial result. Wilkinson (2005, 3-4) agrees and also emphasizes the importance of 

openness, honesty and trustful atmosphere. 

 

Anttila et al. (2017, 31) write that procurement strategy is guiding supplier decisions 

where resources, action models and supplier histories define background details, 

which create total aspect about partner options. Organizational opportunity is to use 

social networks for innovating and sharing knowledge to develop supply chain 

integrations. Netacademys or procurement bootcamps are new ways to collaborate 

with partners and achieve goals together. (Gracht et al. 2016, 36) Workshops, annual 

meetings and suppliers’ audits fit in the same purpose. In the point of view of Mitrega 

et al. (2017, 582-583, 596-598), firms’ performance and partnership management 

have a huge role when digital tools could improve operations efficiency.  
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Procurement system faces many shortfalls in cooperation relationships, mainly level 

of knowledge management. The entity of system is characterized by integrating it 

with many project actors, including handling of vulnerable information and 

documentation or paper document exchange (Martin 2003, 5-7), in addition to some 

meetings on face-to-face (Stewart 2007, 511-517). The challenges on procurement 

level, which affect the most are communication and information exchange, short-term 

commitments with project actors, trust between the contractor and the supplier, 

disagreements and conflicts, close partnership and difficulties to share best practices 

or even documentation of project, uncontrolled changes, reworks and modifications, 

unclear positions and expectations with some actors in project, overruns in time and 

costs and behavioural issues. (Ghazali et al.  2012, 85-86) 

 
3.4 Effects of Digitalisation In The Procurement 
 
Digitalisation is a general term, which forces organisations to think about how 

digitalisation will affect their business strategy, action models or procurement. Future 

committee report was pointed out; new technology, action models and global 

multipolarity are changing work structure and Finland’s state in international value 

chain. Companies can digitise services to increase investments, exports, profitability 

and global competitive advantage. (Valtioneuvosto 2014, 3-15) Digitalisation can be 

categorized in five abattis. First, the whole process and work stages become 

automated and digitized; the second abattis changes marketing channels and 

physical service places move to digital services. The third includes digital product 

development, with distant service actions and consumers are involved to 

personalization processes. Big data decision and information analysis are in the 

fourth section and the last one is the tightening of competition. (Työ- ja 

elinkeinoministeriö 2015, 59)  

 
New information technology allows better productivity. Pressure for changes is raised 

from a business environment. Organisations try to recognise opportunities and 

trends: how to reform old actions in practice. (Yliherva 2006, 15). Purchasing driven 

procurement is moving more and more to business driven procurement. Frame 

agreements, tenders, e-procurement, negotiation saving and buying processes are 
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changing to supply chain integration, innovation, cross-functional teamwork, supplier 

development and value based sourcing. (Iloranta et al.  2008, 70-83) 

 

Digital procurement supports business partnering in real time management by 

focusing on specification stage of purchases and the volume of demand. Automated 

systems support processes while ensuring master data quality and correct data if 

needed. (Karumsi et al. 2018; Bienhaus & Haddud 2018, 966-970) Procurement 4.0, 

in Weissbarth et al. (2016) and Schrauf et al.’s (2016, 19-29) point of view, is a 

framework for strategy, which has six areas: 1. Value proposition of new procurement 

2. Digital services and categories 3. Digital supplier and supply chain management 4. 

Innovative data information utilization 5. Digital tools or new processes 6. Corporation 

and its capabilities.  

 

Five earlier framework elements of procurement 4.0 contain rethinking and massive 

changes by using digital tools. Procurement 4.0 requires a global firm to achieve the 

best partners wherever market they act and processes, which work all over the world. 

Thus, companies can develop their actions in national and narrow international 

market by creating new job profiles (contract experts, data scientist), collaborating 

with universities and researchers and using effectively social media or other partners’ 

abilities. Workshops and webinars inside the corporation educate staff to learn how 

to use digitally solutions, and then gain benefits from it. (Weissbarth et al. 2016; 

Bienhaus et al. 2018, 966-970) In the future, also decision-making will be structured 

by using some kind of proactive methods for planning practices in turbulent 

environment. Models, such as game theory, risk simulations, business war gaming 

and wild card analyses could be urgently needed. Negotiation 2.0 includes these 

methods in strategic mind and expedites negotiations with partners in decision-

making process. (Gracht et al.  2016, 11, 35) 

 
Digital services and categories include real-time data analyses and movements to 

actions with devices by using sensors to collect data. Value chain partners get value 

from technological development and its new ways of cooperation inside value 

network. (Weissbarth et al. 2016; Schrauf et al. 2016, 18-22) Digitalisation leads to 

decreased number of those suppliers and actors, which do not have capabilities to 

different digital options. Dream of manufacturing is to have all real-time data 
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integrated into their system, concerning customers, distributors, captive production 

and other suppliers or actors. Supply chain management would be easier and really 

effective when the firm knows every lead-time to inventory costs right away. 

However, the procurement unit has an integral role to get supplies on board and 

optimise the whole supply chain as well as breaking information silos. Procurement 

employees could get new different roles inside the unit and the management would 

be supported by detailed information. Innovative data use relates to supply chain 

management: when firms analyse gained data smartly or predict market trends or 

where the production’s next failure appears. (Weissbarth et al. 2016; Wyman 2017)  

 

Digitalising procurement can help to collect descend data from supply availability, 

cost structure, operational and financial risks, lead times and service and quality 

metrics. Data models could enrich day-to-day operations and advanced decision-

making; getting real-time information and analytics from corporation business and 

finding the optimal digital tools to make buying experience simple and intuitive. 

(McGrath 2018) Barriors (2017) reminds that no matter how good digital 

transformation sounds, it is important to remember technology, AI, machine learning 

and rest of digitalisation outputs are not going to work without human support in 

different stages.  

 
Benefits from digital procurement in the aspect of Karumsi et al. (2018) is, that it 

enhances considerably daily work: better cooperation with CFO, category 

management abilities and improved cost performance. Coordinated automation 

process from sourcing to payment is more efficient than fragmented system. With 

Digital frame resource management, including contingent workforce and address 

skills, is in better control. Spends are also more visible and technological solutions 

support improved management. Accenture (2014) describes customer journey 

blueprint, which can be modified for procurement. Integrated services, contract 

management, analytics and intelligence, data management and omnichannel 

experience are pillars to keep it together with partners, culture and organisation 

structure.  
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3.5 Digital Platforms And Cloud Services  
 
Digital tools for procurement help to increase cooperation analytics and engagement 

to actions. Value chain involves supplier management, contract negotiations, orders, 

deliveries, planning phase and payments. Current technology can impact, with IT 

architecture, strategically to digital procurement processes. Risk analysis, e-

signatures or verifications, financial analysis and other actions get digital tools 

integration: a little boost for business activity. New digital instruments automate 

processes, for example purchase-to-pay, but also reduce costs and release daily 

resources to better use. (Weissbarth et al. 2016) Procurement systems development 

can be directed to integrate current platforms, allow transparent and real-time 

actions, link orders, confirmations of orders and invoices handling. Prediction and 

product information availability and electric information flow are important needs, 

which the procurement unit sees valuable. (Anttila et al.  2017, 37-38) 
 
One of the most raised up topics lately has been digitalising procurement. Emerging 

technologies, such as mobile and cloud computing, analytics, sensors, robotics and 

blockchain are used to resolve challenges in everyday purchases. Most industries 

have tried different solutions and the main goal is to find the best way to achieve 

benefits. (McGrath 2018) Cloud service technology makes digital actions possible. 

Typical services are software and different platforms or applications. For private 

person, better-known cloud services are Facebook and Twitter or Dropbox and 

Google Drive. SaaS (Software as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

are also linked to cloud services. (Viestintävirasto 2014, 5-16) 

 

Before making a purchasing decision about cloud service system, the company 

should examine main factors, which affect the implementation and which is the best 

solution for them. Life cycle cost is needed to analyse and estimate benefits. (Salo 

2010, 70) Mistrust with information security is the biggest challenge in cloud services. 

Firms need to investigate internal and external risks before starting to use the 

solution. However, risks can be mitigated so cloud services are an option for a 

company who just takes time to make a background check. For critical actions, it is 

not an option yet. (Hashizume, Rosado, Fernández-Medina & Fernández 2013, 1-3)  
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Libert, Beck & Wind (2016) construct three ways to access digital platform. Every firm 

does not have to be a start-up with high-class platforms and ideas, such as Uber and 

AirBnB, but they may just need to use existing tools and utilize the technology. The 

catch is to find functional solutions specifically for the corporation. A second idea is to 

find a good partner or invest to someone who can make it easy. Traditionally, digital 

platform providers are seen more as a threat than companion. However, the idea is 

least risky method for a firm. The final solution is to make a digital platform by 

yourself and it requires knowledge, skills and time.  

 

The main areas of procurement, which could benefit from digitality are stakeholder 

knowledge, development of an acquisition as a service portfolio, analytics and 

expedited technology transformation in purchasing. Operational efficiency and 

reduced costs are the final results for companies, which want to do more with data. 

Past technology-driven modification automated operational functions between and 

within organisations, while digital transformation engages customers by portals and 

cloud-based tools. New technology leverages big data, improves services for 

stakeholders and makes it possible for predictive analysis to get faster with priceless 

insights. (Barrios 2017; Alstyne & Schrage 2016)  

 
From the aspect of EY (2017) and Daher, Chmielewski and Jayaraj (2017), P2P, 

purchasing performance, contract management and B2B marketplaces are possible 

areas to leverage technology. In the construction industry, smart contracting is more 

than welcome. It helps documentation process by using integrated platforms with 

cloud and analytic solutions. B2B marketplaces with cooperation partners make 

efficient and fast processes to get material to projects. In opinion of Lopez et al. 

(2017), customer market improvements require resources. Digital tools to customer 

management, chatbots or time wasting actions for primitive documentation and 

cloud-based solutions could support productivity increase and help daily tasks. 

 

The way to achieve relevant, simple and elegant system for delighting customers is 

to flex organisation’s platforms and re-orient business as well as modifying platforms 

by using right technology and intertwine actions together. (Accenture 2014) A 
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platform is workable when it is cultivating new supply and identifies needs of buyer. 

(Alstyne et al. 2016) In the end, digital readiness is to have innovative partners and 

open mind for changes. In the future, only few organisations are in the market without 

these abilities. (Libert et al. 2016) Figure 5 contains digital platforms, in which the 

thesis will focus on closely. 

 

 
 Figure 5. Digital Platforms 

 
A virtual space is a growing term in procurement operations (Allison 2015). Virtual 

catalogues, processes, markets and platforms are in active use of procurement 

managers. (Morris 2015; Acquity Group 2014) Digital transformation affects on 

purchasers, which will become experts for creative services on procurement. To 

achieve these effects, procurement needs to cooperate intensely with internal 

operations, such as HR, engineering and R&D unit. (Gracht et al. 2016, 9-10)  
 

According to Hart and Saunders (1998), electronic data interchange (EDI) is a 

network technology and with improving effort, one key for changes in supply chain 

management. Before adopting EDI firms must find motivated partners or persuade 

existing partners to use and adopt this new system. Without close cooperation and 

relationships with suppliers or subcontractors, improvements to operational 

effectiveness cannot be achieved. According to Riggins et al. (1994, 53), adopting 

EDI will reduce overall amount of suppliers so the firm can focus on efficient 

partnership. EDI provides a platform, which is common with trading partners and 

computer-to-computer or for the firm’s internal document exchange. Decrease in 
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paperwork, order lead-time, errors in data and personnel costs are benefits of EDI 

system. (Wang et al. 1995, 402)  

 

E-procurement is a term, which includes EDI and other technologies with a wide 

range to support supply chain activity, for example online ordering. (Murray 2001) E-

procurement contains software, auctions of B2B and market exchanges, but also 

consortio of purchasing. (Davita, Gupta & Palmer 2003, 11) Brunnelli (1999) and 

Carabello (2001) expected that in future development technology models are going 

to extend and be supply chain management tools for collaboration. According to 

Chang et al. (2009, 134-137), the first critical question for organisation is the sharing 

of processes improving IT operations in the whole supply chain, which is a direct 

technological benefit. If companies want to get efficient by using IT-processes (rather 

than traditionally EDI), they need to standardize architecture processes and offer 

standard interfaces with detailed outputs and knowledge. Standard use can reduce 

costs to create connections with different partners and decrease old and expensive 

communication tools. (Chang et al. 2009, 134-137) 

 

E-procurement takes part in efficient processes and takes advantage of real-time 

information. It is a valuable tool to companies, who want to take better business 

process (procurement) control, reduce costs and cure financial performance. (Murray 

2001, 28-29) Better data management and e-procurement support various channels’ 

relationships. This turns out as improvements to price control and negotiation 

authority and decrease in order processing errors. E-procurement is a powerful way 

to stop off-contract buying and create paperless offices. (Murray 2001, 28-29; Roche 

2001, 58-59; Brunelli 1999, S83-S84) Expected growth of e-procurement integrations 

is not fast and mainstream to businesses. One reason, which could slow down the 

solution, is e-procurement technologies’ relationship to business-to-consumer (B2C) 

models. If companies just jump a head first to fuzzy water, they do not know what is 

underneath. Without understanding of inter-organizational cooperation or technology 

models, enterprises just make a loss, not profit from it. (Gilbert 2000, 50-56) E-

procurement has four different risks to notice. Internal risk is how to process 

uncertain and direct resources to right places in implementation. External risk is that 

electric solutions need to talk with internal information systems and also external 
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actors and their platforms or strategy operations. Technology risk presents decision-

making of which technology is the best one. E-procurement process risk is focusing 

on security and control. (Davita et al.  2003, 19) 

 

E-procurement is usually a term for ICT, used in purchasing process, which is 

automated and made more responsive and dynamic through the whole chain. 

Researchers assert that operating tools like e-auction, e-dossier, e-signatures, e-

notice, e-catalogue and e-submission will improve partnership and decrease costs. 

(Croom 2000; Zsidisin & Ellram 2001; Mishra et al. 2007; Lösch & Siän 2007; 

Brandon-Jones & Carey 2010) It is seen that web-based purchasing is offering a 

capability to improve efficiency in long run strategy and to be medicine for bidding 

process documentation, to get transparency and accountability in operations. (Croom 

2000; Croom & Johnston 2003) A fully articulated e-procurement structure would 

make bidding pool wider, which could enhance the quality of services or goods, and 

lower costs.  

 

The e-procurement adoption is on low level in construction industry. That is why it 

can be said construction lags behind various industries, for example retail and 

manufacturing industry. E-procurement system is a huge investment, including 

people, process and technology, and needs major changes in organisation’s internal 

processes. New technology adoption requires increase in availability of information, 

both intangible and tangible. When construction industry firms implement e-

procurement, staff and every decision maker needs to understand e-procurement 

value for the enterprise. (Hashim, Said & Idris 2013, 837) 

 

IT investments have been implemented as “an act of faith“ without precise 

information about how to show business values of investments. (Bannister & 

Remenyi, 231-237; Schryen 2010, 240-241) Pushing forward the technological state 

can be frustrating, because benefits cannot be predicted and every detail cannot be 

measured after the investment so technology value gets high uncertainty level. 

Benefits are named to growth amount of available data, improvement of decision-

making capabilities and better quality of work, which do not have clear improvement 

weight. Because IT and e-procurement value is so hard to measure, it will cause 
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scepticism and resistance in the industry. (Hashim et al. 2013, 837-838; Schryen 

2010, 231-237)  

 

Building Information Model 
 

A global bottleneck for the contractors is the timeliness of a plan. Procurement does 

not get enough information about material or execution work to make deals with 

contractors, which can affect delays to production. BIM-models refinement forward 

will create possibilities to investors and real estate industry professionals, which have 

not yet understood what they are going to do with the platform. (Ristimäki 2017) 

There are many opportunities by using BIM and integrated knowledge inside it and 

the questions around BIM are concerning content, what the model should keep inside 

for procurement unit to take advantage it. According to Ristimäki (2017) and 

Byggnadsekonomi Oy Ab (2018), during the transfer of a physical building, at the 

same time should be released the BIM-model digital copy for the use and 

maintenance of the building. Users can attach information during the use, when the 

information is gathered, and it could be ceded to the next owner. It will help on 

reactive decision-making and “smart” real estate management. Open data and 

designers’ cooperation in construction industry would change the pedalling in place 

to efficient market with valuable data for everyone. An actor can use data which one 

firm does not use and the other way around.  
 
Simulation of the beginning is a great added value service for subscriber, when they 

need support for frame decisions. First decision are cost critical, because those affect 

through the whole production chain. Decision of using BIM has to be made in the 

beginning, if the project wants systems support. It will help in critical decisions and 

there will be no surprise costs, when the model is helping forward all demands in the 

planning phase. (Byggnadsekonomi Oy Ab 2018) BIM is helping suppliers and 

procurement unit to understand the design’s intent. The model can support teams’ 

key decision making in early stages of project to allow smarter designs and have a 

detailed view of the big entity. BIM is praised to be worth of a thousand drawings, 

because it shares a lot of information, it is a good communication tool for multi-party 

operations and it will show 3D visualizations. (Foulkes 2012) 
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A construction industry tool BIM is integrating design, calculation, implementation, 

use and maintenance knowledge. In the best situation, information model will bring 

forward analytic decisions, offers comparative solutions and enhances collaboration. 

(Byggnadsekonomi Oy Ab 2018) Information model makes detailed 3D structural 

model possible. 3D contains smart structural parts. The model makes construction 

processes more efficient, design phase easier and execution faster. (Anttila 2009) 

BIM 4D is the next step from 3D and contains schedule for project work phases. 4D 

has been used to solve contract conflict by modelling problem chain. By using 5D-

modeling, services in construction phase, such as simulations, comparing analysis, 

risk analysis, model based calculating and timing, production management and 

control are possible. Services are useful when the company is making offer decision, 

developing contract offers, improving loyalty of calculation, finding optimal production 

order and planning logistic and leading on construction site. (Byggnadsekonomi Oy 

Ab 2018) 5D is following and creates the possibility of estimating “know-how” and 

costs on model. Together these upgrades gather needed information together when 

material deliveries and costs are integrated inside the system. With this entity of BIM, 

projects will get important information about finance and schedule before the work is 

starting at the site. Procurement can affect on decision and make best deals, which 

in design phase can be integrated straight to the model. (McQueen 2008, 1-6; Lu, 

Won & Cheng 2016,3-7) 

 
BIM is the future in construction industry, which is going to revolutionize the way of 

working, procure buildings with collaborative suppliers and working process 

integrations. The model usage will redefine parties’ relationships and drive through 

time, cost and material savings. Use of BIM is beneficial for procurement and design, 

and it can demonstrate in the best way each step of the project life cycle. (Foulkes 

2012) Important section in BIM modelling is to connect different perspectives, ensure 

quality and compatibility of the model, financial control and improve cooperation from 

design to construction site, the whole chain. (Byggnadsekonomi Oy Ab 2018) In 

design and build procurement process phases, BIM gives critical information for 

contractors, which can be inputted into the model. It gives an advantage for the main 

contractor to get every single important piece of knowledge inside the model. In the 

future, new supply chain requires manufacturers and subcontractors’ standard 

products and components for the model and this way details can be ensured before 
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deliveries. BIM can create schedules, detailed work information and efficient process 

map on how to make the project in the best way. Someday the beautiful idea will be 

true and all information is stored inside BIM, which organises construction site work 

while decreasing waste and optimizing deliveries just in time. (Foulkes 2012) 

 
Big Data 

 
Big data consists of three V key elements. Volume, how much data is available; 

Velocity, how fast the information flow is and; Variety, what is the form of the data 

set. (Mcafee & Brynjolfsson 2012, 61-62) Big Data analytics involves new technology 

and the set is not limited. GPS signals, reading from sensors, social networks’ 

images, messages and updates are just a few examples how to get data. (Kache & 

Seuring 2017, 1; Mcafee et al. 2012, 61-62) Big data analytics is for internal and 

external use. It is explicit but also implicit. However, Master data management and 

business intelligence analytics are more for internal use only and the concepts 

produce explicit information. Sometimes business analytics is used for external 

information, like supplier inventory. (Kache et al. 2017, 4) 
 
Matthias, Fouweather, Gregory and Vernon (2017), point out in their research the 

“Hype” around BD (Big Data) and how the term has been in discussions for over a 

decade. Even Manyika, Chui, Brown, Bughin, Dobbs, Roxburgh and Hung Byers 

(2011) describe the topic as the next bound of competition, productivity and 

innovation. BD does not have any actual definition, but many authors have 

suggested and defined it as data asset, which needs an innovative tool to analyse a 

wide pack of data. (Matthias et al. 2017, 38-40; Kache et al. 2017, 12) Master data 

management includes every detail what purchasers need to know, such as supplier 

data, prices and quality. Data 2.0 is available, but the main problem is to get all 

information from the same place. Automatic updates for systems to get real-time data 

every day could be a huge and valuable support to actions. A long-term goal is to 

inspect and ensure data quality and consistency. (Gracht et al. 2016, 37)  

 

Big data is based on intelligence, which connects digital and physical reality to create 

a bottom for future innovations and for the development wave of efficiency 

improvement. (Lohr 2015) Big data means unspecified, unorganized and huge digital 
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data source, which is saved, collected or analysed by using information technology. It 

gives creation aspects for future decision-making. (Lohr 2015) Supply chain visibility, 

transparency and operations efficiency are quite big issues, which Big Data analytics 

can improve to a different level. Real-time data optimization actions and information 

flow make the whole supply chain communication faster and more flexible. 

Processes are also leaner in the supply chain. (Kache et al. 2017, 23-26) 

 
RFID in Use 

 

Information technology has been upgraded with new technology, social media, RFID- 

or other chips and solutions. According to Spekman & Sweeney (2006, 736-738, 

751), radio frequency identification (RFID) has took steps forward in corporations’ 

supply chain management. The benefits have been recognized and one of the 

biggest issues is to have a real-time information flow and share detailed information 

in different phases for different parties. RFID improves material flow and makes it 

more visible to control and trace. Technology will tie up parties in supply chain with 

other tools and systems. Jaska, Johnson, Nalla, Reddy & Tadisina (2010, 11-12) 

agree with the above and mention how this technology can create new competitive 

advantage and strategic improvements to operations. 

 
IOT has affected a lot to the logistic side of a supply chain and that way to the 

sensors and procurement processes. Technology has created capabilities to improve 

sections and create tags such as RFID and finally connect them to the ERP system. 

The entity is automatic and an efficient way to deal with information. (Gilchrist 2016, 

23-26; Wen, Zailani & Fernando 2009, 23-25) In addition, Wen et al. (2009); Yanga, 

Chewb, Wuc, Zhouc and Li (2012) and many other authors who have investigated 

RFID system’s potential in construction industry, found it potential to exchange 

information between parties, decrease communication efforts by streamlining 

channels, simplify materials for projects, cut costs and errors, ensure quality and 

provide real-time visibility and at least create a strong partnership in expanded 

market. 

 

Jaselskis & El-Misalami (2003) wrote about RFID use in construction industry and 

how to take advantage of it. With the technology, data can be restored for future use 
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and needs. A procurement group can go through and identify a process with multiple 

steps. Technology could be beneficial for material take-off or requisition, inspections, 

shipments and export, storage functions, returns and for more, such as equipment 

start-up or turnover of a project. Categories in which RFID could be used would be 

bulk commodities, construction tools, engineered equipment or shop-fabricated 

materials. According to Ghazali et al. (2012, 82-84, 96-98), ICT and RFID are great 

help to solve challenges in construction industry. They agreed on how RFID can not 

only support different operations and be a potential solution to improve material 

tracing and controlling, but also for real-time documentation. RFID enhances 

collaboration and knowledge management, unifies document management, allows 

prompt issue management, and enhances risk management and efficient decision-

making. Cheng and Chang (2011, 485-490) researched integration of BIM and RFID 

and how systems could help control life cycle information. A construction firm could 

exchange information and communicate by utilizing these systems, in every phase in 

the cycle, even in the procurement unit.  
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4 METHODOLOGY 
 

Empirical part of the study contains analysis about the case firm’s digital tools of 

procurement process. The empirical part starts by focusing on theoretical content 

and interesting findings in which to allocate more effort. Firstly, in the form of 

gathering material for analysis, by collecting information from the case company’s 

procurement unit and from a few chosen suppliers, which were divided by using 

Kraljic Matrix. Each category had minimum of two answerer. The questions for 

procurement unit and for suppliers were slightly different and they were designed in 

collaboration with the case company and the director from the school. The aim in 

question forms was to focus on digital tools and procurement improvement. It 

prevails the current situation of the case organisation and how the relationship is 

seen between suppliers. The corporation’s business action model is described by the 

author’s own words in Figure 6. The empirical section observes best practices for the 

procurement actions, and what opportunities there are nowadays. 

 

 
Figure 6. Case Company 

 
The case organization is one of the largest construction companies and now one of 

the fastest growing companies in Finland. The turnover was over 500 million and the 

company has over 1000 workers. High customer satisfaction and financially-
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managed constructions are two of the most important matters in the enterprise’s 

business activities. The organisational values have been created during a long 

company history and those are leading the actions in everyday work. Efficiency, 

courage, responsibility, client-centrality and communality are five parts, which make 

the organisation’s identity.  

 

4.1 Data Collection  
 

Procurement includes suppliers/subcontractors, project development and other fields 

that could be mentioned, but the main focus of the study is to analyse procurement 

actions’ current state and new ways of acting. The perspective of the thesis presents 

the company’s procurement unit and suppliers’ opinions about how procurement 

processes work and what tools the firms are using. The inquiries were made via 

email and the questions were divided into 10 to 12 parts. The forms of the questions 

are showed in attachments. The questions were asked and answered in Finnish, but 

attached forms are translated into English. The form had only a short instruction of 

how to fill it and what is its purpose. After that, the responsibility of the result was 

given to respondents. Some of answerers were slightly off track, because their 

knowledge in specific questions was limited. However, the research collected 

information about suppliers’ operations, which was the main point. Observation as a 

methodology could have been possible, because it can investigate how employers 

are working inside the company and what their actions really are, but in the end it 

was left out. 

 

The interviews were made mainly in December of 2018 and via email in order to offer 

everyone time to answer. There were two inquiries, other one for procurement unit 

and the other for suppliers. The questions were open and asked in few sentences, so 

the setup answers would not affect answerers. The inquiry took time from 20 to 60 

minutes and it was sent via email. Table 1 included details about data collection for 

the thesis. 

 

Interviews Date Role Of Interviewer Duration (Min) 

Case Organization 13.12.2018 Procurement Engineer 20 min 
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Case Organization 21.12.2018 Procurement Manager 30 min 

Routine Product 20.12.2018 Regional Manager 40 min 

Routine Product 21.12.2018 Key Account Manager 25 min 

Routine Product 14.01.2019 Sales Director 25 min 

Volume Product 16.12.2018 Sales Manager 30 min 

Volume Product 18.12.2018 Sales Manager 45 min 

Volume Product 04.01.2019 Design Manager 60 min 

Volume Product 07.01.2019 Business Director 20 min 

Bottleneck Product 13.12.2018 Sales Manager 25 min 

Bottleneck Product 13.12.2018 Area Sales Manager 30 min 

Bottleneck Product 21.12.2018 Sales Manager 25 min 

Strategy Product 21.12.2018 Product Manager 30 min 

Strategy Product 21.12.2018 Sales Manager 35 min 
Table 1. Data Collection 

 

The persons that answered to the questions or the companies are not revealed in the 

study, because they are not relevant information. The companies are bigger actors in 

the industry and participated people are working with operations and have sufficient 

position in the organisation. The industry where they operate is mentioned roughly in 

Kraljic Matrix or opportunities areas. Supporting data and other material were 

collected from the case company for the use of analysing arrived questions. In the 

case company’s procurement unit, there were two answerers. There were from two 

to four suppliers from each different category of Kraljic Matrix which replied to the 

questions. Eventually, there were 12 enterprises, which answered to the research 

and they were mainly seasonal contract material suppliers. 

 

4.2 Supply Management In Case Organisation 
 
This section contains a short introduction about the case organisation’s procurement 

and current situation analysis about their work and operations. Shortly, procurement 

operations start from the designers’ desks and end to the final financial check at the 

project construction site. The whole chain needs to communicate to get the best 

result in financial and construction areas. Also, it is important that every party 
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benefits from it and collaboration will continue in future projects. Usually some stages 

go wrong and can end a new relationship, but between important suppliers it is going 

to be a journey of learning how to make-work better in the next time.  

 
In the big picture, the wide process of the supply chain in the case company begins 

with planning and BIM modelling. The calculating phase is making analysis about 

project costs and different work amount catalogue. After planning and calculations, 

the procurement unit starts to purchase materials and negotiate with subcontractors. 

Procurement tries to affect every stage to make the best solutions for the production, 

but normally the staff does not have enough time to focus on every decision made in 

early stages. The case company has significant target to adapt lean thinking, which 

means they need to put more effort on early phases if they want to succeed. Lean is 

possible if the company makes right actions at the most important stage, in the 

beginning. The production phase begins when the project gets needed permissions, 

documents and blueprints. According to Linker (2004, 13), most of companies claim 

they are utilizing lean when they just notice the philosophy of lean and process-

based view. The case firm needs to put a lot of effort if they want to succeed.  

 

The blueprints come little by little and usually the project gets updated plans during 

the production; those are needed to inform subcontractors and suppliers and if 

necessary to negotiate about new works to get done. Project purchasing is ongoing 

also during the project. Only few big arduous work entities are closed with 

agreements before the project starts. At the end of a project, there is final check, 

where the case company makes final inspections before a hand-over to the 

subscriber or it can be just a commissioning check for the case company. The project 

can be an overall responsibility of construction - where the case organisation designs 

and builds apartments, or, a total contract - where a construction firm makes the 

project for the subscriber. These two are only examples of contract forms, but they 

are usually used in the case company’s operations. 

 
The case firm takes part on KIRA-Digi meetings and its developments. Nomenclature 

is an important issue in construction industry, to which KIRA-Digi is also going to 

affect and make it even clearer. PDM product library is an unknown word in building 
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industry. A quite significant idea is to make a solid nomenclature for every actions 

and use it in BIM modelling and procurement systems. House 2000 is one option, but 

the problem is the House 2000 does not take notice of subcontractor’s activity, only 

material. PDM library is a development project, but it cannot go further if the base is 

not well planned and approved by everyone. Long-term workers in building industry 

do not see future for House 2000. PDM and others from different industry want to 

integrate and help construction side by creating any kind of PDM-product library and 

they do not see any obstacles. PDM world is on development phase and we will see 

in the future how it is going to work. 

 

It seems that many start-ups are now focusing on procurement activities, especially 

transactional buying and analytics. Lean thinking and Lean Six Sigma are nowadays 

on many enterprises’ “bucket list”, but usually the eagerness stops to the real 

implementation phase. It is more about spoken ideas and the need to be a 

forerunner. The case organisation has similar influences and time will show what 

they can bring into the construction industry. However, Vuorinen (2013, 137) 

mentions quite well that development needs every single one inside the company to 

drive forward with the same strategy, goals, values and vision. These create the base 

for learning organisation to find out the right knowledge and know-how.  
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5 FINDINGS FROM THE EMPIRICAL STUDY 
 

First of all, the research inspects the current situation of the case company by 

interviewing the procurement unit. It is a technical and commercial report about 

utilizing procurement systems. It can reveal the best practices of what to do or what 

to use in different tasks. The questions were asked in Finnish, which meant the first 

step was to translate them to a useful format. The purpose of the current situation 

analysis is to create converging processes and ideal actions for each procurement 

task. How the case company shares best practices with others? How communication 

and documentation are organised? With answers to these questions, better 

knowledge power can be achieved. Personnel needs to share information effectively 

and simply, so it is suitable to put effort on it. Procurement development projects are 

usually focused on purchasing and the whole company’s inside processes and 

actions improvement or supplier management and long-standing co-operations 

development. The case organisation has grown fast so process management has 

been in lighter attention. 

 
The question entities below are focusing on procurement unit’s current situation and 

analysing staff’s point of views. The categories are planning and BIM-model in 

procurement process, purchasing process, digital tools and systems, electronic 

development, supplier evaluations and partnerships. 

 
The question about affecting designers and layouts in the beginning of purchasing 

process are on the low level. The procurement unit does not have enough time to 

focus on the planning phase and share important knowledge between actors. The 

organisation has its own internal designers, but these are not in efficient use. The 

procurement unit should affect already in the planning phase to make the right 

decisions with material and suppliers. The answers report that there is some guiding 

when the procurement phase is on, but many times it is too late. Guiding is focusing 

on elements especially, which is a valuable variable in building construction. 

Blueprints have a lot of wrong details or old information in production phase, which 

make purchasing process really tough since the staff needs to do extra work to 

negotiate changes and solve problems with new solutions, when old specifications 

took production on wrong tracks. Sometimes the project needs to handle work 
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without layouts and the procurement unit needs to use professional skills to design 

“by themselves”. One important thing for the case company is to get layouts closer to 

own concept collection. This way the purchasing department can guide a lot of work 

to the closest partners and the workload is lighter, but it has to be handled powerfully 

in the beginning. An improvement idea is to give purchasing guide to designers when 

the project planning start and this way affect and share needed knowledge between 

procurement staff and architects. (Appendix 1, Question entity 1) 

 

Collaboration with designers depends on which firm makes blueprints. There are 

dissenting opinions about how workable they are, but scheduling needs 

improvement. Designers need to put more effort on inspecting their own blueprints, 

so mistakes can be avoided. Initial data should be put in order to make process more 

flowing. BIM-model use is not on high level at the moment. Amounts and 

visualization view are not used, but they are still in the model. Purchasing materials 

and contract work have been demonstrated by using BIM. Model utilization tells hard 

language of how long the way is to integrate the model to part of purchasing staff’s 

daily actions. Use of BIM is described to be from 3 times per year to rarely. 

(Appendix 1, Question entity 2) 

 
The question of time taking actions in purchasing process was slightly led with 

helping terms and 66% of these terms were in answers. Waiting for designers to fix 

their mistakes and lacks were huge issues, but also time-consuming negotiations in 

contract making were mentioned. Negotiations can really take time, if people need to 

go far to a construction site and back just to spend inefficient time in an office 

conference room. There can be a lot of discussion via email or other communication 

tools and many meetings before closing the deal. With close partnership these time-

consuming negotiation and contract making actions can be decreased. (Appendix 1, 

Question entity 3) 

 

The procurement system in the case company is V10. The firm does not have 

another system for purely procurement. SokoPro was mentioned in the answers; it is 

a project bank for blueprints. Partner organisations can get blueprints from there after 

they have won the work of the project. The importance of a close cooperation 

relationship is illustrated by the fact that over 40% of purchasing is coming from 
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buildings’ seasonal contracts or other partnership methods. Another opinion was 

estimating value over 50%, but, however, a percentage between 40-50% is still a 

significant number. The case company uses only about 2% of groups’ seasonal 

contracts and that number is really low. (Appendix 1, Question entities 4, 5) 

 
The questions of digital tools and systems take a stance on the case organisation’s 

current situation. Communication tools in use are Outlook, Skype and Webex teams. 

As usual, a phone has a huge role to get work done. The tools are for internal and 

external communication in the case firm. Skype and Webex teams are also 

categorised as video bargaining tools. These systems make meetings more flexible 

and spare time from traveling. Instant image link is almost the same if people were in 

the same room. Screen sharing helps with document review and information sharing. 

(Appendix 1, Question entity 6) 

 

Real-time systems’ amount in the organisation is small. BIM-model has real-time 

effects between element factories, when information about layouts changes receiver. 

Other real-time systems are between wholesalers, when someone makes deals 

concerning for example hand or electronic tools and fasteners. The enterprise does 

not have different tendering systems. V10 collects offers and makes request for 

quotations, but it does not tender out parties for purchasing tasks. V10 can give 

reports about the best offers, but it needs manual work and it can be related to excel 

analysis. (Appendix 1, Question entity 6) 

 
Tocoman is a time management system, but it is only telling construction site’s 

schedule and it is not updated daily. Sometimes the site makes schedule in Planet, 

which is similar with Tocoman. The procurement unit also gets timetable in PDF file, 

which is not on nowadays’ level. Construction sites’ schedules can change every 

week so the schedule must be sorted out each time before making orders or 

contracts. Although a BIM model has 4D quality, which can inform project scheduling, 

it is made for seeing the entity with phases. When something changes, it is not easy 

to change in BIM model. The model has been in use at element factories: it marks 

concrete elements’ readiness in different colours and schedule those from production 

to delivery. (Appendix 1, Question entity 6) 
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The procurement unit’s documentation is organised by using V10. The question had 

a unanimous answer. Documentation is also fragmented to L-drive, which is 

constantly used to share documentations between procurement, construction site 

and other internal project members. A risk is that documents will drown to persons’ 

own drives. Documentation needs a shared environment, which is strategically 

efficient and in everyone’s use. Documentation to network drives is a bit old habit for 

daily actions, although it will reach internal staff with information sharing. Thus, when 

nowadays web-based platforms are available, network discs works better for backup. 

The firm has cloud-computing system OneDrive, but it is not so well used when 

operations are not centralised. That is why it can be said that there is not cloud 

computing systems yet, as an answerer informed. (Appendix 1, Question entity 6) 

 

Tracking has lacks, because acquisition cannot follow supplies in V10, but the site 

should receive loadings in the systems. The case organisation does not have any BI-

Tools for procurement analysis and it does not get any Big Data for staff’s use. The 

question form revealed that the tools and systems are not integrated together. Just 

the element supplier’s ERP and the case enterprise’s BIM-model have some kind of 

connection. In the future, the idea is to have more partners connected in some way to 

the case organisation. (Appendix 1, Question entity 6) 

 
Capabilities to use electronic platforms exist and the aim is to be a forerunner of 

digitalisation in the industry. Still, electronic platforms are missing in procurement 

unit. Digital tools would be the answer for collecting data about purchasing 

knowledge; average price of similar products to avoid falling prices, delivery tracking 

example with windows and getting more quantities form the models for civil 

engineering are desired improvements. (Appendix 1, Question entities 7, 8) 

 
Procurement unit does not use e-commerce in purchasing, but a construction site 

uses it for ordering needed small materials from wholesaler. Bigger purchasing 

entities are not purchased in companies’ e-commerce. E-commerce is more a small 

thing acquisition tool than larger entities system. Answers reject the idea that it can 

be seen as a tool for making changes to purchasing process. Still, when products are 

standardized and concepts are same in every project, why e-commerce is not an 

option? When construction industry goes forward by creating standardized products 
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themselves, it is possible to make fast and easy purchasing decision by only clicking 

a few times. (Appendix 1, Question entity 9) 

 
Supplier and contractor register does not update automatically. The register should 

be synchronised with labels and denominations, but with current denominations it is 

not an option; it does not work right and the supplier register is described as an 

absolutely fuzzy and unusable system for the procurement unit. Development for 

register is yearned. (Appendix 1, Question entity 10) 

 
Evaluations about actors are made site by site in V10 system. Feedback is given only 

for specific firms, which are in the list of 20 biggest actors in the project. Specific 

contractors have usually seasonal agreement. Systematically made evaluations are 

done at the end of the project and the same instruction is concerning the whole 

group. Feedback evaluations are reported externally if a specific firm asks for it. It is 

proposed to casually give good/bad feedback to parties by emailing the results. The 

procurement unit gets oral or written feedback from suppliers or contractors once in a 

while and of these, oral more than written. Seasonal partner meetings are organised 

in some cases in every month or 2-6 times in a year/season, usually in reactive way 

rather than proactive. Cooperation meetings, concerning contract negotiations, 

monitoring and capacity reservations, can be organised also 2-6 times in a year. 

(Appendix 1, Question entity 11) 

 

5.1 Findings From Collaboration With Suppliers 

 
The thesis interviews were divided into four categories. The answerers did not know 

the category to which they belonged. Qualitative material was analysed in these 

categories by processing a few suitable questions in a small entity. The purpose was 

to go through the material and analyse parties; analysis focused on inspecting 

suppliers and finding out action models or development ideas. Streamlined 

processes are what procurement needs so the material was likely to bring out 

problems with process steps. The digital part of the inquiry focused on developing 

collaboration and individual actions with tools and systems.  
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The question entities below are focusing on cooperation from suppliers’ point of 

views and companies’ current capabilities. Categories in analyses are related to 

procurement decisions and BIM-model use, purchasing process, digital tools and 

systems, e-commerce, other programs, supplier evaluations and partnerships. 

 

Routine Products 
 
Three suppliers were chosen for routine products and finally one month later the last 

actor had time to fill the inquiry. One supplier is operating in concrete industry and 

one, whose industry cannot be mentioned, has just routine and small products for 

everyday construction site work actions. The last actor has operations in different 

industries and supplies various routine products from pipes to tools to construction 

sites. Two of these three have seasonal contract with the case organisation. 

 
Normally subscriber delivers needed documents as an attachment via email, when 

they ask for offers. Another way is to get blueprints straight from designers, 

supervisors at the site or from the project bank, which collects every single blueprint 

during the project. It can be said that mainly suppliers get access to “mass list” 

layouts. Blueprint updates and real-time changes do not necessarily happen until the 

goods are ordered. Product correctness is checked as late as in ordering stage. One 

contractor is influencing the planning phase by visiting architects and designers to 

present solutions. The firm even has its own department for the important mission to 

guide and make tutorials about particular subjects. Influence to construction 

companies has been noticed by talking and keeping in touch with design control 

units. Also other suppliers can affect project blueprints with their products. On the 

other hand, usually contractors can just offer their products and affect production this 

way, but a new idea could be to solve challenges and improve general solutions by 

creating better products and actions. Routine products are bulk, so they do not need 

pressure on planning phase that much. (Appendix 2, Question entity 1) 
 
BIM model is not in heavy use in contractors’ operations. The model is useful for 

design software. One supplier is not using BIM much, but they have been involved in 

several BIM projects in cooperation with different construction companies; the firm 

wanted to develop good models from their solutions. It is also in organisation’s 
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interest to offer BIM model solutions for construction firms and designers’ use and 

that way get better into projects. BIM objects about products have been made with 

archicad application. Also, one actor has just started to develop BIM modelling for 

their products. (Appendix 2, Question entity 2) 

 
Order processes are done in SAP system. Many construction firms make orders in 

electric way to suppliers, but the case company has only email for that. Thus, 

supplier needs to fulfil orders by hand to SAP, because the systems are not 

discussing with each other. It would be much easier to have orders straight into own 

systems rather than do the same thing twice: once when the case organisation 

makes an order and again when the supplier moves the order by hand to their 

system. There is space for new operations. (Appendix 2, Question entity 3) 

 

Suppliers send orders or supply confirmations always in agreed way. The answers 

have a small difference: one sends confirmation immediately after the order is stored 

and the other when the order has come. The confirmation can be sent before the 

order is inserted into the system, if it is not automatically made in supplier’s e-

commerce. Supply confirmation is sent after the supply is receipted, but this is only 

one opinion. Other opinion is that the carrier will send a general message about 

estimated unloading time and when the load is planned to happen. The case 

company always desires to be contacted before the goods arrive so drivers call to 

construction sites. Process flow is handled with EDI, e-commerce, punch-out and 

SAP (order made by the seller). (Appendix 2, Question entity 3) 

 
Readiness for new digital tools and collaboration in systems development is on good 

level with routine products. All suppliers have readiness and there is already initial 

activity with some construction firms and hardware stores to develop inter alia electric 

systems. The purpose is to be on the edge of nerve and part of new development 

projects. With electric trade, development is continuous. Readiness with pre-

commissioned e-invoices, PunchOut subscription options and reverse purchase 

order messages is possible. New and traditional EDI connections and PunchOut can 

be developed for customer needs. Also, Webshop and Appia are constantly 

improving for collecting product and price information from stores. (Appendix 2, 

Question entity 4) 
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Digital tools in purchasing process are quite general. Communication is organised by 

using Skype for business 2016, phone and email; real-time systems are on low level. 

One answerer did not know and two had order confirmations and e-invoice for client 

use as well as the PunchOut system. One actor has EDI, which processes real-time 

actions. Tendering tools or methods are unknown, there are only public 

administration tools. It means they have not used any digital tools such as electronic 

tendering method. For video bargaining, there is Skype in use. Time management is 

handled by using CRM-system (Aurea) to customer management and scheduling is 

managed with Outlook. In other words, integration works between Outlook and CRM. 

Supplier sales department is not using any documentation systems so documents 

are kept in hard drive or in SAP, where orders are made. It is interesting how they 

document project blueprints or conversations. Other actor uses Extranet for 

customer-specific documentation and SharePoint. (Appendix 2, Question entity 5) 

 
Cloud computing has divided aspects between suppliers. One uses it for controlling 

product sensors, which can be followed by using cloud services. Second one does 

not use cloud services, because of their and customers’ information security. Third 

one has cloud service for using SharePoint, but also for quite a lot of other services 

such as basic office tools. Delivery tracking system was hoped in one supplier’s 

answers and it is already in development phase, but schedule for project is open. 

Other suppliers did not have any answer for the question or they used a transport 

company, which arranges it in e-commerce platform. (Appendix 2, Question entity 5) 

 

BI-Tool and Big Data caused confusion in one supplier’s answer, but two have BI-

Tool for product, supply and invoice data analysis. BI-Tool is a convenient instrument 

to analyse industry, own data and other firms’ operations. SAP BI-tool and Click 

Sense have been in use and there are also some other tools to handle Big Data. 

Integration between systems can be notice with CRM and Outlook. BI-Tool does not 

include possibilities to have integrations between internal and external actors. It has 

internal integration because it gathers data about actions. One supplier’s ERP 

contains many systems but the matter cannot be discussed with more detail because 

the information is classified. (Appendix 2, Question entity 5) 
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E-commerce is already in use with daily work products’ suppliers. With concrete 

products, a supplier have had a project to test how e-commerce could run, but it 

ended quickly. The problem was that customers had a lot of questions about orders, 

for example how much material can be loaded to supplies. The problem affected 

subscribers because they usually want to call about orders. However, using AI 

technology and chat service to answer firms’ questions could solve this problem. 

Chatbot could answer to specific questions and after that it would employ someone 

to serve the most difficult issues. The case company has chatbot in use and it could 

share information about it for suppliers to get development to order system. This way, 

both parties could benefit. However, hardware stores sell their products and have 

their own e-commerce, where they are along with the products. (Appendix 2, 

Question entities 6, 7) 

 
Suppliers’ actor register for clients is not automatically updating; information needs to 

be changed manually. One actor did not answer to the question and one out of three 

is implementing new supplier register in the near future. Information, for example 

about purchases, supplier information, project-specific activities and utilization of 

annual contracts is collected from internal BI-Tool or by using QlikView program. 

Every firm has some kind of system for this. CRM-program is developed to also 

monitor project progression. CRM in supplier use is communicating in some level 

with RPT Docu service, which they use. (Appendix 2, Question entities 8, 9) 

 

In collaboration meetings, suppliers ask about ways to improve cooperation and if 

there are some suggestions they investigate all possibilities. The interviewed 

suppliers are not familiar with case organisation’s supplier evaluations and they are 

really interest to see these evaluations in order to improve their actions. Suppliers 

have given feedback to the subscriber via email or phone and they are interested in 

giving feedback from time to time. One actor has control meetings where good and 

bad feedback are analysed. This could be a good practice between all suppliers to 

receive two-way information. (Appendix 2, Question entity 10) 
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Volume Products 

 
Three out of four volume product suppliers are operating in concrete industry. The 

companies could also be in strategic category, but in this case they are placed into 

volume products. The fourth firm is operating with buildings equipment. Enterprises 

have seasonal contracts with the case firm.  

 
In the beginning, layouts are delivered for suppliers in an electric way, as 

attachments in an email. Sometimes a call for tender includes a link from where the 

layouts can be downloaded. Project bank is an essential part of blueprints sharing, 

where every detailed plan is stored. After tendering phase, the subscriber sends 

updated layouts and the supplier is also in contact with architect and designer. 

Information flow of updated layouts is running via email between designers, case 

organisation and suppliers. Project bank SokoPro stores blueprints and it has a 

reminder, which sends email to procurement staff if something is changed. In the 

beginning, when supplier does not have access to it, there is no real-time action. 

(Appendix 2, Question entity 1) 

 

Effective process in the beginning contains influencing the design. Nowadays, a 

concrete supplier wants to get into planning blueprints with their products, which is 

efficient for both parties, the case company and the supplier. When factory, 

procurement and construction site are linked, production benefits from it. Suppliers 

give their aspects and knowledge for designers’ use and there is a possibility to have 

access to 3D product library, which can be utilized in different design platforms. 

Design control in early stage is the goal the concrete supplier tries to achieve. Firm’s 

standard products will help planning and production at this phase. Equipment actor 

has sometimes involved in special designing projects, but generally products are well 

known in design companies. (Appendix 2, Question entity 1) 

 
The use of BIM model is still very limited, but future perspectives are good for 

benefiting more from it. Active information transfer and effective communication with 

the various parties inside BIM will create a lot of opportunities when it is in efficient 

use. BIM is a good model for example to view detailed objects from buildings. 

Utilizing BIM in designing phase is modern. One supplier uses BIM for collecting 
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information about product measures and equipment knowledge. The model has 

connection to production control system, which receives data and sends it back to 

the BIM. For example in real-time production situation, when each project products 

are coloured in different life cycle colour. Then again, equipment supplier does not 

have BIM in use at the moment. (Appendix 2, Question entity 2) 

 
Order processes have some differences between suppliers. There is SAP as an ERP 

system, connected with production control systems Tatu, Trimble Connect and Tekla, 

but also by Wismas ERP entity. Wisma contains bids system Profi and order and 

confirmation system Keybox. There are also divergences between order information 

flows. First one gets a site schedule and orders are confirmed ten weeks before 

delivery date and the next contact is to ensure delivery and installation dates two 

weeks before supply. The second one sends manufacturing status report via a link, 

where subscriber can see real-time situation of the product production. The third one 

exploits continuous communication as a requirement for efficient and fluent 

cooperation. Schedules are went through in various phases of a project and every 

single product is ordered five days before delivery date. The fourth and last one 

agrees the schedule in order confirmation and the subscriber needs to confirm 

delivery date for production at least three weeks before and the exact supply date 

five days before delivery. (Appendix 2, Question entity 3) 

 
Readiness to develop collaboration with new digital tools is generally on high level. 

Strong will steers on development path to improve actions and quality of cooperation. 

New tools can be introduced if they are seen useful. In one actor’s opinion, 

sometimes annual contract partners make bids for the firm, which is waste of time in 

standardized projects. BIM model should give sufficient information about products 

and knowledge could be sent to other parties. The same information includes cost 

data for customers. Information about project, contacts, subscriber, orders and bids 

should be sent in digital form straight into ERP and to client’s external systems. This 

is how system connection between partners could be working and how it would 

decrease manual work. The supplier, which have Tatu (from bid to the product) 

system, has readiness to utilize digital tools such as Tekla data transmission has 

shown. The supplier can take advantage of a coder inside the house, who can fix the 

program fast if needed. Development in concrete companies is focusing on ERPs 
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and Tekla models. How to benefit from Tekla is one firm’s biggest digital 

development project. ERP development is handling modelling data to benefit from it 

in ERP use and with current action model. One actor is renewing its ERP system by 

the end of year 2020 and the name of the new system is ERPbos - Progress 

Software Development. (Appendix 2, Question entity 4) 

 
Communication tools with volume suppliers are email, Skype, SMS, WhatsApp and 

phone calls. There are no real-time systems, only production time schedule for the 

case company. InstaAudit is in pilot phase with one construction firm. None of the 

interviewees mentioned tendering tools and a video bargaining tool to use is 

Business for Skype. Time management is organised in couple of ways: with Excel 

file, SAP IPT (Installation Planning Tool) and with monitoring system in Tatu 

program. Tatu sounds a smart platform to control many actions and it can give 

targeted production status report in Excel format once per week for people who want 

it by email. It can integrate timetables with construction sites. (Appendix 2, Question 

entity 5) 

 

SharePoint cloud service for information store and distribution and Tatu system are 

tools how firms control documentation. One supplier uses also SAP to control 

documentation. Cloud computing is only in daily use with SharePoint and some 

usage of One Drive and Google Drive. Tracking is organised with Tatu’s project 

monitoring tool and with ERP system and information is transmitted by request. The 

equipment supplier mentioned how firms are not interested in where their products 

are. That is interesting information, because with the info client could be 100% ready 

for the delivery. However, the organisation has post-office and DHL in use, which 

have tracking systems. One supplier does not have any solutions for finished product 

following. Only one of four actors has BI-Tool in use, Power BI. Integration between 

internal systems and tools are Tatu - Power BI connection, ERP - SAP and PES 

(production control system) discuss and ERP - payroll and working time monitor 

system. These three entities are what the case organisation is interest to know about. 

(Appendix 2, Question entity 5) 

 
One supplier has some of the products available from online store. Another supplier 

answered that the case company could make their orders by login in and using 
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supplier’s SAP system. It sounds slightly far taken, but that should be inspected 

closer. Two of the companies did not have online stores. At this moment, a single 

actor sees a little interest in online store and one does not see any possibilities, 

because their products are too individual. An online store is a good option when 

products are well standardized for building industry production. Technical demands 

have a big effect. Label and denomination question did not get answers, because the 

firms are not operating with online store. (Appendix 2, Question entities 6, 7) 

 
Two actors could not answer to question about firms’ client/supplier register and two 

of them have it under SAP with manual updating. Information and reports what 

suppliers gets comes from SAP and Sonet (purchase invoice processing program). 

One actor has begun to pay more attention and development effort for this. Also, only 

single firm has a variety of systems to produce ready-made reports on a monthly and 

annual basis. (Appendix 2, Question entities 8, 9) 

 
Concrete suppliers bring up development suggestions in meetings with subscriber, 

but it also needs activity from both sides. Especially annual contract partners’ 

cooperation is deeper, not just in project level. Supplier evaluation reports are seen in 

positive way to improve operations. Development is not happening, if nobody gives 

any new ideas or tell which areas organisations should focus on more. Again, 

suppliers have not seen the evaluations made by the case company and all volume 

product actors are eager to hear evaluations about their actions. Two firms have 

given feedback to the subscriber about areas to pay attention to in the future so 

cooperation could be more versatile, efficient and better in the future. One gives 

feedback if someone sends query about it and the fourth actor did not know if there 

were any persons who have given feedback for the case enterprise. There is interest 

to give feedback to the subscriber, because it is one of the important tools to the 

develop operations and cooperation between parties. Valuable feedback is detailed 

knowledge, which help firms not just to rebuke. (Appendix 2, Question entity 10) 
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Bottleneck Products 

 
Bottleneck products are concerning buildings inside products. Three suppliers were 

chosen to this category to take part on the interviews. All of them are seasonal 

contract partners. 

 
In the beginning, layouts are received by email from the construction firm. It is rare to 

get blueprints by old paper mail. One is also getting layouts by an email link, from 

where to download the information by itself. Sometimes architects and designers give 

blueprints, but only if asked in advance. If blueprints are updated, companies receive 

them via email from the case company. Sometimes new pictures come when 

material is inspected before, for example measuring visit to the construction site. 

Generally, construction organisations, architects or designers are sending updated 

plans if needed. Influencing to planning phase is not usual, but sometimes suppliers 

get access through the construction company or get in touch with designers. Two out 

of three are not using BIM model at the moment. Strictly speaking, one does not 

even have the software. The supplier, who takes advantage of BIM, has 130 objects 

for the model in the Finnish market. Architects are using these for modelling and 

utilizing BIM is growing. (Appendix 2, Question entities 1, 2) 
 
Orders are processed manually in each firm. One supplier gets orders via email or 

phone and after that someone records information to supplier’s system. Deliveries 

are informed by sending confirmations. One supplier has a method that a production 

manager will match deliveries with the site before loadings, which is informed to the 

procurement unit. Generally, the confirmation includes confirmation date and delivery 

date. The case organisation still contacts supplier if the schedule changes or the 

other way around. (Appendix 2, Question entity 3) 

 
Readiness for digital tools is a question mark. One of the three answered that their 

CRM system supports electronic ways to download and reads bids through the 

network, as well as bidding material and emails. In other words, one of the suppliers 

has some kind of readiness for collaboration in this area. Developments that 

bottleneck product suppliers have on-going are tests of new design program to 
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replace Vertex software by developing internal CRM system. In one-supplier’s words, 

great leaps have now been made. (Appendix 2, Question entity 4) 

 
Questions about new digital tools and collaboration development part did not get 

answers from one supplier because it was not the answerer’s best area of expertise.  

Communication tools with bottleneck suppliers were listed as phone, email, and other 

media tools. One answered personal meetings, but that is not an actual digital tool. 

Suppliers do not have any real-time systems for sharing information and this could be 

one problem why actors are in the bottleneck category. They do not use any 

electronic tendering tools or methods. However, Skype has been used as a 

bargaining tool between different parties. Time management is organised only with 

Outlook calendar, which is synchronised to phone calendar. In the big picture, there 

is no systems for time management. Documentation methods are unknown in two 

companies. Only one supplier has documentation in their CRM system. (Appendix 2, 

Question entity 5) 

 
Cloud computing has more value with these actors, because one supplier’s internal 

files are in cloud service and another is using One Drive, iCloud and some others, 

which they did not mention by name. Tracking is arranged in actor’s own internal 

order system and they also have RFID tags at the factory for internal use so far. 

These tags are integrated to their CRM system. Questions about BI-Tool and Big 

data and integrated systems received only “no” answers or the respondents were 

unable to answer. Data collection was said to be on low level. (Appendix 2, Question 

entity 5) 

 

Bottleneck firms do not have e-commerce to offer for the case company. One has it 

for consumer sales, but not for B2B use. One of the three is interested in developing 

some kind of e-commerce platform for B2B use, but currently usability raises too 

many questions. Also, a big question is how to make the platform, which notices 

labels and denominations, straight away. (Appendix 2, Question entities 6, 7) 

 
Registers about clients and suppliers are manually updated, but continuously 

maintained. One actor mentioned Microsoft 365. Analytics are collected in the 

company by CRM automatism and other internal system. Reports can be driven from 
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it, for example information about suppliers or purchases. (Appendix 2, Question 

entities 8, 9) 

 

Development suggestions and collaboration improvements have been brought up in 

meetings. Similarly to other groups, bottleneck suppliers have not seen any feedback 

evaluations and all of them are eager to know how they are doing. It could give a 

good view of the activities and the opinion of the site. Everyone has also given 

feedback to the case company and wants to continue that and maybe move towards 

a better feedback system. (Appendix 2, Question entity 10) 

 
Strategic Products 
 

The companies in the strategic category are acting in automatization and building 

service industries. The answerers were two firms, which had time to focus on 

question form. The suppliers have close partnership with the case firm.   

 
In the beginning, suppliers get layouts via email. Discussions are also held over a 

telephone or in face-to-face negotiations. Blueprint updates come often slowly to the 

chosen partner. Information comes from bidder or designer and sometimes quick 

changes can be made on phone or WhatsApp. There are big fluctuations to influence 

on planning phase. For other supplier, designer often calls and asks for more 

information. In the big picture, in planning phase it should be everyone’s interest that 

the manufacturer is involved at the stage of design. Discussions with the construction 

company and designers offers the best and most cost-effective solution. Usually the 

3D models of a heat distribution centre, made by a HVAC designer, are really far 

from the truth so the other actor models all the big deliveries with BIM. It has 

advantage for assembly and product purchase phase. (Appendix 2, Question entities 

1, 2) 

 
Order process follows the familiar pattern. The seller places the order to supplier’s 

operating system, which produces order confirmation back to the subscriber. 

Supplies are informed via phone a few days before delivery and on delivery day via 

text message. Other supplier’s delivery information goes to the orderer right away 

when the process is ensured. If there is a risk, for example to get components on 
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time, delivery time confirmation waits a little bit longer before it is sent to the client. 

(Appendix 2, Question entity 3) 

 
Digital readiness is on good level for new innovative solutions, which will develop 

business actions. One of two suppliers revealed that new openings are coming in 

year 2019, but cannot open it more. Tools that strategic suppliers use to 

communicate are phone, email, WhatsApp and personal meetings, the normal tools. 

Organisations do not have any real-time systems that could be integrated with 

subscriber for information sharing. Actors have not used tendering tools such as 

electronic bidding system, only normal tools. However, Skype has been in use in 

bargaining processes. Time management is handled by using their own system, 

Nova; the other one does not have separated tool for that. Also documentation is 

organised in Nova, which is a multi-functional system. System called Therefore is 

Canons is a solution to keep files in order, which was found out from the answers. 

(Appendix 2, Question entities 4, 5) 

 

Cloud services are in development phase in both parties. Machine drawings are 

already handled by a cloud service, but one supplier also reveals that large entity of 

donation materials will be delivered to a cloud service in the next year. Delivery 

tracking system is in use in one of two actors, but only for internal use. Big data and 

BI-Tool are unknown information for the firms, the answers were ignorant. Neither of 

the enterprises had integrated systems. They do not have e-commerce because 

construction industry is a tricky area to get e-commerce to work efficiently. First, 

companies should gain knowledge of which products could be sold there and what 

kind of entity it should be. However, in the end it is possible to create e-commerce 

and e-catalogue systems. (Appendix 2, Question entities 5, 6, 7) 

 
Register of clients and suppliers is not automatically updated. There is need for 

manual work with systems such as Excel based tool or Nova. Nova is an operating 

system, which can gather detailed information reports in use. The other interviewee 

could not answer because of confidentiality. (Appendix 2, Question entity 8) 

 
Strategic category needs closer partnership. In supplier’s point of view, firms see 

development suggestions as an important issue in collaboration meetings. Also the 
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other one’s opinion is that more issues could be brought up, but there arises the 

question of why this has not been the case already. Is it something that the case 

company needs? Evaluations about suppliers generate interest in the interviewees 

because those can be described as necessary information sharing in a good 

relationship. One of them is making evaluations for their suppliers. The actors have 

not given feedback for the case company, but it could be given. This progress should 

improve both parties’ actions and cooperation. (Appendix 2, Question entity 10) 

 

5.2 New Innovative Systems for Supply Management  
 

This chapter collects new software and systems, which can be used in supply 

management. The main goal is to find many other solutions for how to improve or 

develop different operations inside the case company’s supply management or 

between suppliers.  

 
GBuilder is a cloud platform for creating “Digital Journeys” for homebuyers and it is 

already in use in the case company. It was designed to be used by all stakeholders - 

homebuyer, project manager and sales - from initial purchase to on-going 

maintenance. Customers log in to the platform and choose materials for their new 

home - floors, tiles and kitchen cabinets, which the procurement unit has made 

possible. Materials are connected to a live database and are based on real quantities 

for accurate pricing. The process helps to increase efficiency and reduce the risk of 

costly mistakes. Project managers can deliver regular progress reports to the 

homebuyer and after moving in, snags can be documented and resolved with 

replacement materials easily ordered. (Gbuilder 2018) 

 
Duuers application helps to make offers and send them to clients’ systems. (Duuers 

2018) The case firm has already forms for request for quotation, but in the end 

communication is made via email with attachments. Communications should be 

organised in the system, which also gathers quotes. With applications, such as 

Duuers, both parties can make real-time changes on information, attachments or 

request for quotation. This is just an example of how the process could be made, 

because this application is better for small companies. 
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Procurement software that could be researched in the market is presented below. 

Smart by GEP includes end-to-end operations with contract and supplier 

management, spend analysis, tracking system and procure to pay. (GEP 2019) 

Spend 365 is cloud-based software and a tool to analyse procurement data. 

(Spend365 2018) Ensolva is B2B software for entire procurement process. System 

starts from purchase requisitions and ends to procurement analysis. Ensolva (2019) 

RIB iTWO has been inspected and the result was that it is not the best software for 

procurement unit, but for project management and BIM usage RIB has capabilities. 

(RIB 2019) ESM procurement follows other solutions by offering end-to-end 

procurement process management. The entity has contract management, 

procurement automation, supplier management, bids and quotes as well as analytics. 

(ESM Solutions 2019) Negometrix has the same type of actions, such as relationship 

and contract management, online sourcing, purchase request forms and vendor pre-

qualification system. E-auction is an interesting addition to the package, which 

provides transparent and fair processes. (ESM Solutions 2019) ProcureAvenue is 

tailored for few industries and it could support construction industry in vendor, tender, 

auction and invoicing avenue. (ProcureAvenue 2019) With Sievo, the case 

organisation could create partnership to analyse procurement data and get reports 

for decision-making and internal use to analyse suppliers, subcontractors or 

products. (Sievo 2019) 

 

Of course, SAP is offering their system for procurement processes. The e-

procurement solution is advertised as simple, smart and amenable for buying activity. 

(Ariba 2018) Examples about e-commerce platforms are Magento Community 

Edition, WordPress + WooCommerce and Drupal Commerce, which are open source 

platforms. External e-commerce services are in the market, such as Shopify and 

Finqu. (Logistiikan Maailma 2018h) Famous e-auction format is the Dutch auction. 

Sellers are controlling minimum bids, prices move up from it and in reverse auction 

buyers will post RFQs and seller bids prices down. Auction’s benefit is to get the best 

offer from wider base of potential suppliers. Sellers have equal position for buyer with 

this system and personal relationships are not affecting. (Davita et al. 2003, 13)  
 
A platform called Box is a tool to make connection between every stakeholder and 

build the project efficiently together. The platform collects information documents and 
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blueprints. (Box 2019) Congrid is a software to help documentation. Mobile 

documentation helps fast inspections and it is a new way to manage documents. 

Cloud-based platforms could provide efficiency to organise every single paper in 

detailed work or material purchasing in the chain. (Congrid 2019)	Microsoft Teams as 

an internal communication tool is directly comparable on case firm’s Webex teams; to 

communicate effectively, it is an easy tool for teamwork with many other features. 

(Microsoft 2019a) However, it should be compared by specific features, which one is 

better, if it has not been done already. Still, none of the suppliers uses Webex, so the 

company could just put effort to one tool for combining internal and external 

communication. Slack is a communication tool for getting in touch with teams and 

surviving in daily work actions (Slack 2019). It is an interesting solution for 

procurement unit, if they could get information faster and more flexible with Slack.	

Infrakit Oy (2018) has a solution for better communication and construction site 

management. The cloud platform improves communication and streamlines 

information flow all the way from design, initial data collection and construction to 

operations and maintenance. Teams get real-time access to up-to-date layouts and 

as-built data, on site or in the procurement unit. The platform could improve quality 

and decrease costs. 	

 

Big room working is generalized term in construction industry, which gathers 

subscriber, builder and designers under the same room in the project. (Inkala 2018) 

Collaboration is efficient when people gather under the same roof, but it is not an 

easy task. Of course, people can ask support from different parties and collaboration 

includes a lot of common meetings. Still, the entity requires high-level of vertical 

information sharing. The case organisation has designers on behalf of the house, but 

still things are not flowing easily. The main problem is information flow. For 

procurement, Big room working is an easy way to get in touch with needed people 

and manage the entity better. 

 

For feedbacks, there is one worthy solution, Webprobol, which collects material from 

different parties, but also creates reports and charts for upcoming meetings or for 

analysis. (Webprobol Oy 2019) The case organisation has feedbacks inside the 

procurement system, but it is not making any reports. With them, supplier 
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management could improve actions together and learn from mistakes. Nowadays, 

when talking about supplier management, social media activity must be mentioned. 

According to Gonzales’ (2005) research, social media is usually known as a free-time 

place to share, read and discuss. Many people see it as a negative thing for the 

companies’ action and they normally think about LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook. But 

social network is a good place to hire people and connect with people. Procurement 

work is collaboration with other people and a lot of communication to many parties so 

social media can help and make processes more efficient. 
 

Power BI from Microsoft is a basic tool to analyse data. (Microsoft 2019b) Tableau 

(2019) is offering business intelligence tool for many industries, but at the moment 

there is no sign of it at construction industry. Anyway, it is good to analyse 

possibilities in the market and then make conclusion about options. Oracle (2019) 

has business intelligence tool for construction organisations and also other solutions 

for operations digitalisation. Data-driven culture should get more attention from the 

procurement staff of the case company. In SelectHub’s (2018) point of view 

algorithms make information analysis, which uses data and text mining. Business 

intelligence has a central role to optimise processes in operations. Information can be 

utilized for decision-making problems, forecasting demand of the market or risk 

identification. Technology allows automatic adjustment on contracts to suit a range of 

circumstances. 

 

Blockchain technology can create new opportunities for procurement field, such as 

improvements to secure product sourcing and traceability possibility in supply chain. 

Technology support supply chain operations by recording actions from begin to the 

end. The data can be used for recognizing origin and having a transparent chain. 

Blockchain removes information silos between procurement operations. Every single 

detail is recorder for the company’s use. (Wyman, 15-17) Blockchain will be a huge 

thing in the future of the residential real-estate market. New digital platforms can 

coordinate collaboration and drive to deeper cooperation with new technology 

organisations with innovative ideas. The technology of blockchain can be used in 

smart contracts when at the same time that money is transferred, collateral and 

ownership are transferred. (Daher et al. 2017, 4-9)  
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6 DISCUSSIONS 
 

In the beginning, it has to be admitted that the case organisation needs to define 

processes better in supply management. The processes are not so clear when 

people are making things differently and that is why sub-process charts could be 

practical for the current situation. Actually, the initial purpose was to describe 

processes and the use of these as educational or introduction material, but this first 

idea was abandoned. However, concrete process charts for the procurement unit 

could serve also other business units’ supply management to stay on the top of their 

daily work. Traditional organisation’s structure chart represents members’ tasks, 

division of work and reporting relationships. A detailed organisation chart does not 

express new things about enterprise’s actions, but describes what the firm is doing, 

to whom, how they do it and with whom the corporation is cooperating. A precise 

chart helps to understand firm’s supply chain operations.  
 

The aim of the work was to use gathered information from collaboration end-users 

and colleagues to assuage concerns that new information will change everything. It is 

the only way of doing work more efficiently and to streamline case firm’s processes. 

Technological possibilities have to be explained well - why this, and how it works. 

Trials for users and feedback from them are important in the beginning. Productivity 

will go down when company is implementing new technology for end-users, but with 

explanations there is nothing to worry about. When people get used to the new thing, 

results are strong. Significant development targets are recognized from the 

interviews and literature. It is important to identify opportunities for the company to 

streamline and standardize business processes, which will improve quality and result 

as lower total costs and reduced cycle times. Procedures must be in the same 

frames when organisation is dealing and co-operating with suppliers and 

subcontractors. The growing case organisation needs to enhance processes and 

procurement actions, starting from basics. Connecting various used systems and 

procurement management system, communication will get to a higher level and 

working is clearer. Digital customer experience is following digital transformation in 

the life cycle of the company's business. When internal processes are in high level, 

the digital creation will appear to clients: the value promise is coming from growth of 
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innovation. The case firm uses quite few digital tools, since traditional ways are 

leading the operations.  

 

Green thinking and sustainability represent nowadays trend terms, to which 

enterprises need to pay attention. Climate issues are on the table in every industry 

and customers want to get information from the whole supply chain. That is why 

documentation development and improvement with digital tools can help to organize 

firm’s supply chain information flow and get knowledge in different phases. Ensuring 

quality and detailed information delivery from the beginning to end, to possible 

inspections, can be arranged with a suitable tool. In construction industry windows, 

doors, elements and many other products have different values and details to share 

between construction inspector, builder and customer. Documentation harmonization 

must be secured inside the company and at least between the biggest cooperation 

partners, including how to use various documents in orders and contracts. 

Streamlining documentation internally and externally will save time and 

documentation processes are more efficient. The problem is to find the best way for 

the company’s actions and implement it to every day progress. 

 

The improvements which the procurement unit gets from digitalization, are listed in 

Table 2. Planning phase needs more attention and better actions from purchasing 

unit. Collaboration with designers and supplier integration to decision-making should 

be among the first issues to improve. Procurement unit has V10 as a main tool, 

which Skype, Webex, Tocoman and L-drive support. The thesis reveals that the case 

company needs to relinquish one communication tool and improve integration for 

time management and purchasing tool. A business intelligence tool could help 

analysis making and real-time system information flow. If organisation wants to be 

innovative forerunner in the industry, the firm should put effort on supply 

management development.  
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Table 2. Procurement Current Situation 

 

The case company’s procurement system is called V10. It keeps inside every 

operation, which belongs on purchasing processes. V10 creates base on firm’s 

procurement processes, being the documentation system, master of financial 

numbers, information sharing system and supply register. Every single project is 

created inside the system and acquisition staff can manage timetable, suppliers and 

purchasing in it. Also, the system is acting as a business intelligence tool. The 

supplier register is simple and old in V10 and it is still not automatically updated. 

However, Tilaajavastuu is checking companies’ background from the register, which 

is demanded, when someone is making contracts, but other information of supplier is 

still needed to be changed manually. In the future, procurement system should 

gather data about purchasing and focus on a few decided key figures. 

 

Planning Phase 
- More time to effect on planning phase 

- Time wasted to fix blueprint details and wait for 
new solutions 

- Collaboration quality with designers changes 
- BIM-model use on low level 

	

	
	
	
 

Purchasing process and tools 
- Negoations and contracts take a lot of time 

- Seasonal contract partnership higher level use 
- Pocurement tool: V10 

- Communication tools: Outlook, Skype and 
Webex teams 

- Bargaining tools: Skype and Webex teams 
- No real-time system for information flow 
- Time management: Tocoman and V10 

- Documentation tool: V10 and L-drive (OneDrive) 
	
	

Electronic development 
- Wants to be forerunner with electronic 

platforms 
- Tool for gathering detailed information about 

supply management 
- E-commerce just in construction site, bigger 

purchasing entities cannot be done by e-
commerce 

- Supplier register needed to be fullfilled 
manually 

	

Collaboration 
- Supplier evaluations in V10 
- Written and oral feedback 

- Cooperation meetings 2-6 times in a year 

Current Situation 
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At the moment the case company is developing PLM system for operations, which 

includes PDM product library. Keywords in future are going to be product information 

management, product traceability and productization. For that, purchasing process 

should be clear and streamlined, when case firm is creating more concepts and 

standardisation for products. Concepts have helped with product label management, 

but in construction industry there is a lot of details. When the company has standards 

and season agreements with actors, there has to be a fast way to make orders so it 

is efficient usage of time. When frames and content are agreed in a season contract, 

project purchasing should be easy.  

 

Seasonal agreements are made with the most important suppliers and 

subcontractors. The case company needs to focus on achieving higher utilization rate 

and benefit from centralization. Behind the results is that supply chain management 

improvement requires building common policies, more active supplier management 

and general stakeholders communication. Procurement transformation is not 

happening right away and needs partners’ abilities, resources and knowledge. 

Integration with systems also needs digital capability, close partnership and learned 

staff, which can develop and use systems in a better way. Achievement of 

transactions secures by utilizing blockchain or big data analysis requires internal and 

external work, before and when it is possible. Rendon (2005, 311) described in the 

research that common tools and processes support purchasing power in the 

organisation and focus on common strategy. The case company does not have an 

analysis tool, but they should have, because it is valuable for common strategy 

decisions when firms know determines what, who, when and where. It is a critical 

factor to succeed in strategic sourcing. 

 

E-procurement could have a positive impact on communication and work process, 

but also a strong effect on contract administration and supplier/product searching. E-

procurement could streamline processes and automate transactions. (Hashim et al. 

2013, 838; Chang, Tsai & Hsu 2013) E-procurement’s tactical impact would be to get 

real time information for strategic decisions, which could improve general 

performance and decision-making. Procurement 4.0 is an assistant for purchasing, 
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and would make information sharing automatic for unit actions. Reduced times in 

paperwork and for making queries were also strategic values from the digitality. 

 

Procurement unit could specify what and when in the procurement process they 

should use building information models. For example, label amount details and which 

time this information should be in procurement use. Information from procurement 

unit will help model quality inspections when details and needs comes right away for 

BIM-model use in early stage of procurement. The unit knows how to collect 

information, but it is not 100% trustworthy. However, in the future BIM could be the 

connection between planning, calculation side and procurement. Sectors will have 

same system to cooperate, while communication could be direct and instant. This 

could be answer to a problem when purchasing operators could not affect plans, 

quality and material selection. Solibri and Trible connect are normal modelling 

systems, which construction firms use. Those are integrated together. According to 

Ibem & Laryea (2014, 17-18), BIM and cloud computing will integrate activities in 

collaboration and coordinate functions among the parties in procurement process of 

construction.   

 

With suppliers, the purpose is to inspect their readiness in order to adopt tools and 

connect systems with the case firm. Some of the actors are using the same kind of 

tools and have possibilities to react to collaboration innovations.  

 

Table 3 gathers routine products’ features from interviews. Routine products get 

blueprints via email and do not get so much attention on planning phase. Orders are 

made in SAP and they do not have an automatic connection. The category has 

readiness for e-invoices, can offer product or price information from web shop and 

suppliers want to be part of new development ideas. In one supplier’s point of view, 

cloud services are a kind of risk for information security. What is common is that 

actors want to see supplier evaluations; how they operate. 
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Routine Products Features 
No real-time information share in planning phase 

Usually case organization deliver blueprints 

More pressure to design from mass products 

Orders in SAP are made in manual, no automatic connection 

Order confirmations are send in different stages 

Readiness for e-invoices and Punch-out development for customers 

Web shop and other App to collect product and price information 

Cloud services as a risk for information security 

E-commerce in use, but has problems with some products 

Case organization’s supplier evaluations are not familiar 

 
Table 3. Routine Products 

 

Table 4 gathers volume products’ features from interviews. BIM can give more 

opportunities for volume product suppliers. Layouts are coming via email, like in other 

categories. Suppliers try to affect on designers and with standard products they could 

manage material use in projects. Manufacturing situation is integrated in the same 

system with one supplier and in general digital readiness is on high level. New 

development projects are ongoing and some integration with ERP has been done. 

Some sort of two-way feedback has been shared.  

 

Volume Products Features 
Layouts by email or downloads from project bank 

Suppliers try to affect designers in early stages 

Standard products help operations 

Manufacturing situation status can be seen with one supplier 

Order and delivery confirmation in a few steps  

Digital readiness is on strong level  

Development project: how to benefit from Tekla and new system ERPbos – 

Progress Software Development 

Supplier has integration between PES – ERP – Payroll - Working time monitor 

Volume product suppliers want to see case organization supplier evaluations 

Couple of firms have given two ways feedback in collaboration meeting 
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Table 4. Volume Products 

 

Table 5 gathers bottleneck products’ features from interviews. In planning phase, the 

firms sometimes get in touch with designers and mention that it is rare to get layouts 

via paper mail. One supplier has an object for BIM, which could be an advantage in 

collaboration. Still, the readiness for digital tools is on low level. Cloud service is used 

for internal activities and data collection is in the beginning. However, the group has 

possibilities for electronic operations through the network.  

 
Bottleneck Products 

Rare to get blueprints via old paper mail, usually by email or link 

Sometimes get in touch with designers 

One has 130 objects for the BIM-model 

Readiness for digital tools is quite low 

One has electronic possibilities through the network 

Internal files in cloud service 

Data collection on low level 

Have not seen any feedback evaluations 

Firms have given feedback for the case company 

 
Table 5. Bottleneck Products 

 

Table 6 gathers strategic products’ features from interviews. Affecting on planning 

phase is on low level. Suppliers have readiness for new digital ideas and 

development; one actor has something new already coming for year 2019. 

Collaboration meetings should be more efficient between strategy product firms in 

order to bring up more ideas to develop actions and give feedback about work 

success.  
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Strategy Products 
Layouts by email 

One supplier collaborates with designers, another does not get in touch 

Should be more effective planning together in the beginning 

Confirmation right away or after integrating details in own system 

Digital readiness good and ready for new innovations 

One supplier has something new coming in 2019 

Collaboration meetings could bring up more improvement ideas 

Category have not seen supplier evaluation 

Firms can give feedback for case organization, now in low level 

 
Table 6. Strategic Products 

 
Table 7 collects together suppliers’ digital tool usage. Skype is used in every 

category so the case firm’s Webex is mostly for internal use. The case enterprise 

should map out which they need and whether there are new solutions for internal or 

external use. Sharepoint could be one solution for connection system between 

organizations and improve information flow. In case organization, OneDrive is slightly 

used. Cloud services are flexible solutions for documentation management. 

Contracts and project details should be loaded into one place which everyone uses. 

It has to be reminded that the firm needs a centralize system and an internal platform 

if they want to benefit from it.  

 
Third party data from partners is a huge step for both parties, because sharing 

detailed information is confidential, but the only way to improve operations. Tracking 

goods and movements by sensors are used in many industries and it helps 

procurement unit and project work to follow logistics. Intelligent technology contains 

many different solutions to enhance procurement operations. Building information 

model (BIM) is available in every category, which means everybody knows it, but it is 

not useful for every supplier. In the future, it is possible to increase collaboration 

inside the model and use it for product standardization and other procurement 

actions. Project bank SokoPro was in use, but not in the best way, because there are 

no permissions for different parties in early stages and the designers do not update it 

effectively. 
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Table 7. Summary of digital tools 

 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) was in use in almost in every company, but 

nobody mentioned it as a web-based solution. Routine and volume product 

categories have more digital tools in use than bottleneck and strategic product 

categories. These two suppliers have better readiness for improvements and new 

innovations. The case enterprise benefits from close partnership with these suppliers 

and should get information about digital tools, what they could need and how these 

tools work. Because bottleneck and strategic categories have fewer tools, case 

company could start to develop new ideas with them to areas with none existing 

solutions already. One supplier has little integration with different system so they 

could possibly extend system integration with the close partner. E-commerce is 
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mainly used in routine category. Other categories need to resolve difficulties and 

align labels with clear product standardization before they are capable to take 

advantage of e-commerce purchasing. Supplier/client registers are manually updated 

so the construction industry needs solutions for gathered information about operators 

and their details.  

 

Useful innovation for further actions in purchasing process is to take advantage of a 

tendering tool, because things like electronic auction can cause cost savings from the 

item. With other technological solutions it is possible to analyse and handle 

procurement information for internal use. E-procurement has impact on company 

performance and boosts effect on process efficiency. According Hashim et al. (2013, 

838), e-procurement benefits could be seen in increasing quality of process, 

procurement cost reduces, satisfaction of users, better customer service, increased 

responsiveness, expansion in market, reduce of purchasing cycle time or staff time 

and product innovation.   

 

Communication solutions are quite valuable for companies to have efficient system 

for knowledge sharing, because without right tools industry remains behind the 

development, even more. Especially information flow between designers and 

procurement unit should be continuous and effective two-way communication. 

Information, Big data, has a lot of knowledge to be implemented in practice and the 

question is: how to convert the digital information to daily operations? Information is 

divided into data elements, binary numbers, information, knowledge and wisdom; it is 

structured or unstructured in documents, pictures, videos, and email files; it may be 

raw, processed, verbal, visual or metadata; it can be related to social, machine-

related or business-related information, but typically the information is owned by the 

owner and it is located in only one location and one time. Of all, the most valuable is 

the refined information, which produces some added value for the user.  
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The thesis’ research question was how company can improve procurement 

processes by using digital tools - and the answer is to lead the development beside 

the case organisation’s strategy and to try to achieve better integration with important 

suppliers or subcontractor.  

 

“What is the current situation with procurement actions and used software or 

information systems?” 

 

The analysis showed a fact that there is no single system or application to contain all 

operations in the procurement lifecycle in construction industry. However, technology 

provides different packets for firms such as e-tendering tool, real-time communication 

tool, and collaboration system as well as other software or tools. The procurement 

unit has some digital tools in use, but none of analytic or tendering tool. 

Documentation could have new platform to make information sharing available with 

internal and external actors. Cross-functional teams represent various types of 

knowledge and specific know-how about different operations and markets. Groups 

including end-users and technical experts should take part in decision-making 

process. The case organisation could increase the power inside the company by 

taking advantage of these teams better. Cognitive content, computing content and 

intelligent content extraction affect in a positive way to database management and 

documentation work. Intangible asset is not an easy investment target and it needs 

wise internal talent to use it in right places.  

 

“How used digital tools and actions change in purchasing categories?” 

 

Routine products and volume products have stronger basis with digital tools. 

Products suppliers have developed their operations and processes more than other 

categories. However, product standardisation is on high level only in routine 

category. Bottleneck category is the hardest one, but also the strategic category 

surprised that they do not have so high-level systems. Findings have contribution to 

the results of Wiengarten et al. (2016) and Swink et al. (2005), in which it is analysed 
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how standardized products are taking advantage of digitalization. Actions decrease 

costs and integrate collaboration between parties.  

 

“How procurement unit and suppliers aspect meet in improvement areas?” 

 

Some organisations have already collaboration platforms with the case firm, such as 

element factory’s information sharing system. An answerer in every category told that 

at least one supplier has new development coming so there could be possibilities to 

improve cooperation between close partnerships. An important issue is to notice 

feedback giving, because all categories want to get evaluations of what the case 

enterprise has made. Also, information sharing in different stages would improve 

process efficiency. 

 

Watching through the silos is the one of the challenges in digital breakthrough in 

construction industry. Too few people think about the big picture of life cycle, 

because everyone just plays the game in their own range. In the case organisation 

many things can be done many times so systems can help to decrease these 

overlaps. It is time to benefit from others’ information or actions. Digitalization is not 

just procurement’s issue; it has impacts on other business actions and to the final 

customer. Efficient supply chain is made with quality data movement, proactive 

operations and higher level planning and decision-making. Valuable improvement 

issues are boost to procurement process entity, real-time information flow and strong 

partnerships with suppliers. Wider discussions are needed with internal and external 

parties to act smart. Digitality takes over the role of sourcing management so the 

procurement unit is going to meet changes and a lot of work with new improvements. 
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8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE TOPICS 

 
Theoretical limitations, the concentration to Kraljic Matrix, digitalization in 

procurement and procurement processes. Quantitative analysis was practical 

limitation, which was excluded from the work. Context where the results might be 

valid are the case organisation procurement development, improvements with digital 

tools and opportunities what the company could have with partners. The case 

company could use the research to find out which suppliers have possibilities in 

different actions.  

 
The thesis did not get so valid answers from suppliers and slightly deeper questions 

could have given different knowledge from firms. The research is giving general 

information so the next step would be investigating deeper collaboration possibilities. 

The case organisation will see their current situation compared to their partners and 

see other companies’ process structures. 

 
Artificial intelligence is going to change procurement processes and job descriptions 

with logical reasoning, presenting information, planning and navigation. The effects 

will help procurement operations and whole supply chain. Development of AI will be 

in hands of companies like Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Facebook and IBM, but still 

Finland wants to be one of the first countries, which takes advantage it. There is 

”Hype” around Artificial intelligence. (Mattila et al. 2017) 

 

Electric TR measurement is one helping innovation in the future for construction site, 

but also for procurement unit when gathered data will help supplier selection and risk 

management. Laatukeskus Excellence Finland (2018) offers corporations to use 

EFQM Excellence model as an indicator for quality management, operational 

development and evaluation instrument. The tool is mentioned to reach competitive 

advantage as a management system. Yliherva (2006, 12-13) mentioned EFQM 

model feedback arrow consist learning and innovative ability continuing development.  

 
Future topics to research could be blockchain in procurement, which emerged in 

2008. Wyman (2017, 14-17) describes how blockchain has been used in financial 

services, such as Bitcoin, but now the idea is ready to make opportunities for 
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procurement. Data from the blockchain has special features: when the data is 

recorded it cannot be modified anymore. It makes and shares digital journal about 

actions, so transactions are recorded.  

 

Suggested topic for future are e-procurement risks and benefits, integration and 

costs from new digital tool or investigate different procurement strategies and tools, 

which these contains. Before studying any implementation activity it is needed to set 

expectations on how and which time the entire process implementation could be 

done. Management of change requires hard work and good leadership. Implementing 

changes demands organising, improvement in workers’ roles and new culture 

creation. Efficient actions include process reformation and automatisation, faster 

operation cycle and better partnership creation. This implementation packet could be 

a research target in construction industry.   
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1.  
 
KYSELY HANKINTAOSASTOLLE: 
 

1. Oletteko mukana suunnitteluvaiheessa vaikuttamassa hankintoihin? 
 

a. Miten vaikutatte? 
 

b. Onko suunnitelmissa paljon ongelmia tuotantovaiheessa? Jos on, niin 
millaisia? 

 
c. Kuinka yhteistyö sujuu suunnittelijoiden kanssa? 

 
d. Mitä muuttaisitte tiedonvälityksessä tai ostoprosessissa, jotta tuotantovaihe 

olisi tehokkaampi suunnittelijoiden kanssa? 
 

2. Kuinka käytätte Tietomallia? 
 

a. Mitä tietoja sieltä saa ulos, joita voi käyttää hankinnassa? 
 

b. Kuinka usein käytätte BIM-mallia? 
 

3. Mikä/Mitkä ostoprosessin vaiheet ovat eniten aikaa vieviä? (Dokumentointi, sopimus, 
suunnitelmien korjaukset ja niin edelleen..) 

 
4. Mitä hankinnanjärjestelmiä käytätte päivän aikana ja mitä järjestelmiä yrityksellä on 

käytössä? 
 

5. Kuinka suuri osuus euroina/prosentteina (noin) hankinnasta tulee 
kausisopimustoimittajilta?  

 
6. Mitä seuraavien työkaluja/järjestelmiä käytätte yrityksessä:   

a. Kommunikointityökaluja? 
 

b. Onko teillä jokin reaaliaikainen järjestelmä integroitavissa toimittajan kanssa 
tiedonvälitystä varten? 

 
c. Kilpailutustyökaluja? 

 
d. Videoneuvotteluja? 

 
e. Aikataulunhallinjärjestelmiä? 

 
f. Dokumentinhallintajärjestelmiä?  

 
g. Hyödynnättekö pilvipalveluita? 
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h. Toimitusten seuranta järjestetty miten? (esim. RFID?) 
 

i. BI-työkalua tai Big Dataa hankinnan analyyseihin?  
 

j. Onko edellä mainittuja järjestelmiä integroitu yhteen? Mitä? 
 

7. Millaiset ovat yrityksen yleiset kyvykkyydet käyttää sähköisiä alustoja? 
 

8. Millainen tieto tukisi hankinnan toimintaa, jota saataisiin digitaalisten työkalujen avulla 
hankittua (louhinta tietojärjestelmä, mitä ei vielä ole, mutta olisi tarpeellista)? 

 
9. Käytättekö verkkokauppamenetelmää hankinnassa? 

 
a. Mihin käytätte? 

 
b. Mihin uusiin kategorioihin menetelmää voisi hyödyntää? 

 
10. Onko toimittajarekisteri automaattisesti päivittyvä ja mitä tarvitsisi lisää/mihin tarvitsisi 

kehitystä, jotta järjestelmä olisi tehokkaampi? 
 

11. Kuinka arvioitte toimittajia? 
 

a. Annatteko arvion yksittäisille toimittajille? Millä perusteilla? 
 

b. Annatteko arvion kausisopimustoimittajille? Millä perusteilla? 
 

c. Esittelettekö arviot toimijoille yhteisissä tilaisuuksissa? Jos esitätte, niin miten 
ja kenelle osapuolille? 

 
d. Saatteko te palautetta toimittajalta? Kirjallista / Suullista? 

 
12. Kuinka usein tapaatte kausisopimustoimittajia vuodessa? 
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APPENDIX 2.  
 
KYSELY LOPPUTYÖTÄ VARTEN TOIMITTAJILLE 
 
Kysely suoritetaan täysin nimettömänä, eikä yrityksen nimeä mainita. Kuitenkin 
liiketoiminnan suuntauksen mainitseminen on mahdollista. 
Merkatkaa lauseen lopussa olevaan laatikkoon ”x”, jos mainitseminen EI SOVI teille! ☐  
 
Vastaa kysymyksiin muutamalla lauseella. Jos mahdollista, niin järjestelmäkysymyksissä 
avatkaa hieman järjestelmiä, jos se ei muuten käy ilmi. Huomioikaa, että vastatkaa sekä 
numeroilla, että kirjaimilla merkattuihin kysymyksiin.  
 

1. Millä tavoin yrityksenne saa suunnitelmat projekteista? 
 

a. Miten muuttuneiden kuvien päivityksen tapahtuvat? Reaaliaikaiset muutokset 
ja nopea viestintä partnerin kanssa? 

 
b. Pääsettekö vaikuttamaan suunnitteluvaiheeseen? Jos pääsette, niin miten? 

 
2. Onko BIM-mallille käyttöä teidän toiminnassa? Miten käytätte? 

 
3. Kuinka prosessoitte tilausten viennin omiin järjestelmiin ja takaisin tilaajalle? 

 
a. Kuinka informoitte tilaajaa toimituksista? Ja missä vaiheissa? 

  
4. Millainen valmius on uusille digitaalisille työkaluille ja yhteistyön kehittämiseen 

järjestelmien avulla? 
 

a. Onko jotain tiettyä kehitystä jo tulossa? 
 

5. Mitä ja millaisia digitaalisia työkaluja teillä on käytössä ostoprosessia ajatellen? / 
Millaisia työkaluja olette käyttäneet? Vastaa alla oleviin kysymyksiin. Erotelkaa 
vastauksissa nuo teillä käytössä olevat ja mitä olette käyttäneet! 
 

a. Kommunikointityökalut? 
 

b. Onko teillä jokin reaaliaikainen järjestelmä integroitavissa tilaajan kanssa 
tiedonvälitystä varten? 

 
c. Kilpailutusmenetelmiä/-työkaluja? 

 
d. Videoneuvottelujärjestelmää? 

 
e. Aikataulunhallintajärjestelmä? 

 
f. Dokumentinhallintajärjestelmä? (esim. sopimushallinta) 

 
g. Miten yrityksenne hyödyntää pilvipalveluita? 
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h. Miten seuraatte tilauksien toimitusta ja onko seurantapalvelua tarjottu 
tilaajalle? (esim. RFID?) 

 
i. Käytättekö jotakin BI-työkalua tai Big Dataa informaation analysoinnissa? 

 
j. Onko järjestelmiä integroitu yhteen? Mitkä järjestelmät? 

 
6. Onko yrityksellänne olemassa verkkokauppa, johon työntekijämme voivat kirjautua ja 

tehdä tarvitsemansa hankinnat? 
 

a. On jo käytössä tilaajalla? 
 

7. Jos ei ole verkkokauppaa, niin olisiko kiinnostusta kehittää sellainen? Vaikka vastasit 
edellisiin kysymykseen kyllä, niin vastaa silti tämän kohdan ja b kysymyksiin. 

 
a. Mitkä ovat tekniset edellytykset ja vaatimukset? 

 
b. Voiko verkkokaupasta ostaa suoraan eri kustannuspaikoille ja litteroille? 

 
8. Onko toimittajarekisteri automaattisesti päivittyvä ja millaisesti järjestelmästä on 

kyse?  
 

9. Millä tavalla keräätte analytiikkaa yrityksessä? Tarkoittaen tietoa ostoista, 
toimittajatiedoista, projektikohtainen toiminta, vuosisopimusten hyödyntäminen. 

 
10. Tuotteko esiin kehitysehdotuksia yhteistyön edistämiseen palavereissa tilaajan 

kanssa? 
 

a. Mitä mieltä olette tilaajan tekemästä toimittaja-arvioinnista? Jos ette ole 
nähneet, niin ilmoittakaa tähän. 

 
b. Kiinnostaako teitä saada edellä mainittu arviointitulos? 

 
c. Oletteko antanut palautetta tilaajalle? 

 
d. Onko kiinnostusta antaa palautetta tilaajalle? 

 
KIITOKSIA VASTAUKSISTA! 
Kyselyn Laatija: Tero Vehviläin



 

 


